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Happy

Mortar Board sponsors bloo
drive for Delta Blood Bank
The Knolens Chapter of Mortar Board will sponsor a blood drive for
the Delta.Biood Bank on Nov. 3, from 10:15 a.m. to 3:45 p.m. Sandra
Vandersteenhoven, a spokesman for the honor society, said the
donations will take place in the Regents Dining Room and the Gold
Room, with the blood benefiting open heart surgery patients. All donors
are welcome, according to Vandersteenhoven. Refreshments will be ser·
ved.

I

Ro a ri n g Arc t:lite s,
Admiss a rie s win
I. M. p l ayoffs

see page 9

Serving the UOP community since 1908

October 31, 1980

Young supports human
rights in ca m pus speech
By Bohi Bloom
.

Reagan
interviewed
--exclusively
By _Mark Bragg

Special to the Pacifican

he at tumn of 1980, the Public Affairs Broadcast

(PABG) was granted an exclusive interview with
candidate Ronald Reagan.

Staff Writer

Andrew Young, former United
States Ambassador to the United
Nations. spoke Oct. 29 in the UOP
Conservatory on human rights and
their relationships to U.S. foreign
policy. He cited human rights and
foreign policy as two issues more im
portant to shaping than any other in
the current campaign.
Young, a clergyman and civil
rights leader in the 1960s, became
involved in government when he was
elE'cted as a congressman from
Georgia in 1972. He was appointed
U.S. Ambassador to the United
Nations in 1976. After 31 months in
office he resigned under heavy fire for
negotiating with the Palestine Liber
ation Organization.
During the speech. Young said,
"I contend that any foreign policy
must b!' based on the concept of
human rights, which has made our
nation so great."
He added that
human rights have been the strongest
points in the Carter Administration's
foreign policy over the last three
years.
According to Young. the prin
ciples of human rights are the prin
cipl(·.� upon which the U.S. was foun
d('() and arc important to all nati<,ns.
Young added that we need to
respect human rights m other
nations. "Where we have r!'spected
human rights, we have protected
American interests." he said.

What follows is

President Mark Bragg's conducted Sept. 9, 1980, in

PresidentiaL Suite of the Palmer House Hotel in Chicago.

the first time this interview has appeared in a
·

..

It is possible to learn

a lot and not know anything,

That was to require able
welfare recipients to work
useful community projects in
for their welfare grants.
�h a� we did is we got into school
hstncts, counties, cities, towns
nd we put it this way: you tell us
\lhat tasks you have that if vou
lad the money an manpo �cr
..; 'ou"d be doing, but that you don't
"!ave the money and manpower.
Then we scrrened them to
ake sure there were no boon
We didn't want anv
."li:IIKe-ctelieve" work, and then
this program we ordered
recipients to report to
•n ... ...-- thE' place was for this
work.
·

d

�

During the '73-'74 recession,
unemployment was climb
over the country. we fun
thousand people
program into private
jobs.

,,
,,

: Oh, boy, you just touched a
nerve, because this is a dream
And I must say it's not
because I have seen it
Singapore, where the

prime minister. a young Chinese
man named Lee, was showing me
public housing while I visited
there.
And he said that we (the Sing
aporeans) will provide public
housing--we know the need-but I
am not going to let the government
become a landlord.
So they do everything they
can, whether it's an apartment
building or separate housing, to
make the unit available to the
people in it and help them be able
to fit the payments to what they
can pay.
They evE'n went so far as to
allow them to borrow against their
social security suit, as you and I
would borrow against our life in
surance, to get the down payment
for the unit. And no effort was
made to get the cost back.

For related editorial,
see page 2.
They're saving money by not
being in the real estate business.
But the difference was-you don't
have a profit.
I go there, as you did in St.
Millions and tens of
Louis.
millions of dollars of expensive
apartment buildings that had to be
bulldozed to rubble, because the
people had so vandalized it using
the elevator shafts as garbage
dumps.
Now the people aren't the
property owners, and the only rule
they have is: if they do sell, if they
get to the point where they've got
to move and they've got a job and
to
move
somewhere
want
else-well, that's the end of public
housing for them
They can't, in other words,
sell it and then move into another
public housing unit on the Sa£¥
terms.

M.B.: Again, the Carter cam
paign commercials in 1976
decried the decline in private
home ownership. Reagan says
in the four years of the Carter
administration the number
people who own their own
homes has declined even fur
ther. His solution is to tax and
�onJ"dMt pdJ' ..

especially at 8 university
like this."

Dl'cisions made by the U.S. con
tradicting or compromising human
rights in the long run hurt this nation,
Young stated. In Vietnam, he said,
the U.S. really thought it could pick
leaders for other nations better than
those countries could for themselves.
In pursuing these policies. the

�.S. violated the principle� of human
nghts, said Young. He felt it impor
tant that the strongest nation in the
world care about human rights for
weaker nations. Young felt the Iran
dilemma was a learning experience
for the U.S. "We have seen that there
arc some problems that cannot he
solved by military means," he stated.
The U.S. didn't move in with a
heavy military wave to Iran becaase
of intelligence, not w!'akness, h!' said.
Fifty-three Americans hav!' suf
fered greatly during their year as
hostages, Young said. H!' felt this
sacrifice is worth it if it leads to b!'ttcr
relations with Iran.
He said that allowing Iran to
make its own govcrnm!'nt and c.-hoose
its own ll.'ad!'rs is important to both
nations and will lead to mutual
respect betwren the U.S. and Iran.
Young notN1 that militarilv lh!'
U.S. can defend its geography·. but
nobody is attacking its geography. He
said that security ean better be ob
tained through following a policy
supporting human rights. and that
human rights will lead to more sup
port of the U.S. bv other countries.
Young also stated that he is not
too impressed with U.S. education.
"There ought to lw sonwthing a bit
mo
functional in our <·ducallonal
!>YS! cm," he said
"It b possible to 1 arn a lot and
not know how to do anything.
especially in a umversit) likr this."
UOP President Stan McCaffrey was
unavailable for comm!'nt.
President Jimmv Carter's foreign
policy is supported by our human
rights,
economic
and
military
policies, Young said.
He said that progress for
domestic human rights. such as civil
rights for minorities, may undergo a
standstill during a Reagan Admini
stration.
"I don't think that R!'agan is as
irresponsible as he pretends to be,"
Young responded to a questioning on
the possibility of war under a R!'agan
administration. He noted that even
Reagan as president would be
·

Ex-UN Ambassador Andrew Young said
that a foreign policy supporting human
rights protects the U.S. better than a stong
military.
surrounded by America's
whelming desire for peace.

over

"I hope this won't have to be put
to a test," he added.
Young also felt that there is no

need lor a single Afro-American
leader, and that such one-man lead£'r
ship might bE> d�>trimPnta I. He added
that he hopes black kad('rs won't just
lead black people but will lt•ad tlw
nation as a whole.

UFO messiah running for president
By Steve Riach
News Editor

Stocktonian Presidential can
didate Allen Michael believes that he
has the answers to inflation, unem
ployment and war.
However, unlike the other
presidential candidates, Michael in
sists his is the only foolproof plan.
The 63-year-old founder of the New
Age Synthesis Party feels he can lead
the count to a world of plethora, by
an" that was devised
instilli

by extraterre'l>trial beings he encoun
tered aboard a flying saucer.
Michael feels that the U.S. is at
the brink of "taking a fall," and
something should be done about it
now.
"The time has come for people of
the U.S. who could do the most good;
because they already have a Bill of
Rights given to them by Providence,
or as the constitution says 'nature's
god.' If they apply the constitution,
they c�n do anything they want
tothe whole world.
can cha

"We citizens ot the U.S. must do
what the constitution says. We have
never done this."
Michael says that if the govern
ment would print free money and
regulate the use of it as just a token or
a world currency of no value, then
the bankers would be out of the pic
ture, and this would lead to the
of
disappearance
inflation,
depression and war.
He says, "The point is to bring
righteousness into the world through
the right kind of government, and
that's what I'm inspired to do."
Michael cites lack of economic
control as the major problem with
government, and the reason the U.S.
will fall.
"All throughout history, none of
our presidents could ever handle it

(the economic situation) b£'caust• they
couldn't figure out how to put tht•
money changers out of th� tempi<·. so
to speak, without causing n•volution
in the United States."
He continued:
"The whole thing (U.S.) ought to
fall, and then the citizens of the
United States would rist• and build
the government that they w(•re sup·
posed to have from the beginning:
which St Matthew tells about the
stone the builder's rejected.
"That was the U.S. foundPrs.
They rejected printing their O\\ n
money. How could people ll<' !i<>
stupid!
"That's zionism, Judaism, C.I.A.,
but God appointed thE>m to handlf'
the purse strings."
Michad's

Indian crucifies self
By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

Allen Michael believes that he
become president when
God, In the form of flying saucers. comes down to earth
to save the world from ltaeH.

A 49-year-old Miwok Indian
nailed himself to a cross Sunday af
ternoon in North Stockton.
Jonathon Swift Turtle LeDeux re
mained crucified for four hours to
protest the building of homes on an
Indian burial ground, which he con
siders a "moral crucification."
"Scarification (scarring oneself)
is a trait of my people," says LeDeux,
a medicine man. "We make a phys
ical statement for bereavement. I had
to do something, my soul was tor
mented."
LeDcux inserted a nail into his
left palm while attaching barbed
wire around his neck, wrists, and
waist.
The reason LeDeux chose these
methods of protest, he says, is to show
people that he's physically com·
mitted.

l"<lllt'd "" p<l/?.<' s

"It's been done by others." says
LeDeux. "The Romans did it, and
so did many others."
During his four hour ord<·al,
LeDeux felt no pain.
LeDeux spent time working with
various hypnosis and acupun<:turc
experts to prepare mentally. and also
asked for guidance in prayer. .
"I used self-hypnosis and felt no
pain, on entrance or for the four
hours," he says. "I had good spirits. I
also used quartz crystals which gave
me strength." (According to LeDeux
the site is abundant with th<•sc
crvstals.)
LeDeux shed no blood as he
pierced his left hand (whieh is now in
normal condition). He lost onlv
' a few
drops of liquid.
"It's insulting to human beings
that when a burial grot'md is spoken
of, bodies are called bones." said
LeDeux. "When a cl.'met£'ry is talkr·d
·

cont'd
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For a leap forwa
When the people go to vote for president on Tuesday, there
will be five names on the ballot - but only one true candid ate.
There will be only one man worthy to gain the title of "President
of the United States." One man who is capable of leading this
country for the next four years. A man whose ideas are not 18th

century as some have accused, but are essentia l to the im
provement of this nation now. Ideas that are necessary to lead
this country out of the quagmire of inflation, stagnation,
recession, military weariness, and inconsistent foreign policy.

The candidate is Ronald Reagan.
Reagan is a leader. Leading is the main function of the
president. Jimmy Carter has shown himself as a follower, a man
without conviction. His every move comes out of political panic.

He is a man of reaction; Reagan a man of action.
On foreign policy, Reagan has argued that consistency, not
erraticism, is the truest defense against military conflict. This is a
lesson Carter should have learned from Great Britain's policy

toward Germany prior to WWII.
During his campaign in 1976, Carter made up his own
measure of president ial efficiency through a " misery index," ad
ding up the unemployment and inflation rates. At the time the
Ford Administration had a " misery index" of 12°/0, Carter said

that a man with an "index" that high had no business in seeking
re-election.
Now, the "misery index" of the Carter Administration is well
over 20°/0• This fact alone shows one why Carter has not come
through on the promises he made four years ago, and why the

president has continually oscillated on every major issue.
The cornerstone of Reagan's philosophy is that bigger gover
nment means bigger problems. No where has this been more

evident than in the last four years.
Reagan's idea ls of free-market economics and small gover
nment are not a step back to the system that made this country

can make it excellen t .
great, but a leap forward to a system that
l o f the 1960's, said that
Eugene McC arth y, the fam ous libera
cons titut iona l dim en
he is impressed with Reagan's grasp of the
troubles have com e from
sion s of the presiden cy. " A lot of our
ding of the office,"
presidents who don' t have a clear unde rstan
said McC arth y.
believes the peop le
Reag an's grasp of this office shows that he
nmen t can. As he
can govern themselves better than the gover
" Don't you thin k the
aske d Carter in their Tuesday debate,
you can do for them ?"
people can spend their income better than
proves Cart er to
Cart er had no answer. In our opinion this
be an undesirable risk for a second term.
answers, and
Re�gan is a skillf ul politician who has the
infl uenced the sup
follow s up on them . This is a quali ty that has
path of certa inty to
port of his collea gues, and given them a
follow.

rship, when
For these reasons; for a return to strong leade
se Rona ld Reag an
Amer ican most desperately needs it, we endor
for President of the United States in 1980.
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Keep church an d s
physical force.
Our forefathers built a nation with the intent of liberty
and j ustice for all. A legislative body was created with
checks and balances and a separation of church and state,
where one was free to worship or not to worship.
When Jerry Falwell, a " moral majority" Christian fun-

Editor

Andrew Young brought here for American concerns,
·

·

.

My bringing Andrew Young to
campus before the election was Mr.
S<·ott's main concern. Had Mr. Scott
asked me, he would have found Mr.
Young and 1 were both <'onccrncd
,.,·ith the timing of the l�cture, and it
'"·as agrt>ed Mr. Young would discuss
his support of President Carter if
< ut>stioned by the audience, but not
/
< uring his lecture. Mr. Young was
not engaged to speak about as Mr.

l
d d ec ares,
in p u blic a n
ble
Bi
his
up
lds
da menta lis t, ho
m ust sh udder,
n," sev era l cit ize n
are a Ch ris tia n na tio
me ou tsi de rs.
t hey im media tel y be co
�
gio us id eol ogy as ·erts . th t
W hen a pol itica l or reli
d
wa y, ma n y are c a u c to hvetn
wa y is the rig ht a nd onl y
k
�
their cou n t ry or illed
from
led
el
exp
be
l
wil
they
t
fea � tha
y s been a kaleid oscope of
The United Sta tes has a l wa
Let us con tinu e to guar
ferent colo rs and ideo logi es.
t hose w h o choose a
and pro tect a l l hum an righ ts for
ensu s.
or phil osop hy cont rary to pub lic cons

The basic difference between freedom and slavery is the
principle of volunta ry action withou t coercion or com
pulsion . The difference between politica l power and religion
is that the government holds a legal monopoly on the use of

Letters to the

Editor:
Kt'lllwth St·ott's letter to the
t ditor in th�· Odolwr 24th Pacifican
•
�n.nwthinJ!. 1 was
fun�·.:- lllt' to Ia
told Wt\t·n I hP<·am�· .AS OP Forum
t dor. J\
t � Dir•
tion t l. Prioriti·
<Ill
t imalid
i Opll' \\iJl ortcn mak•
f'�'\\ (l'
assumptions .tbout tlw progrilm bv
t t:·
t \\ ,, situation obj'
r�Tmin� to 'i'
t stioning a dirt><'·
t 1\ <·h or ('a lmly qu>
tor's d'
t t'isions.

Scott said, "one candidate for the
presidency," but to shed light on an
issue of American concern.
a·Concerning �1r. Scott '
cusations of unc-sid<·dn<'ss, my SJ m< Fallacy "
sorship of "Tht• Po�iti"'
"Foreign Policy Issues in the 1980
Presidential Election,'� a ShumwayCerney debate, and a brochure
clarifying the three major prcsidential candidates various issue stands

the political election

not

reflect my attempts to supply students
with information to evaluate lor
themselves, and not to as Mr. Scott
puts it, "force the political·beliefs �nd
positions of ASUOP on the studt>nt
body. · ·
In closing, I wish to point out to
Mr. Scott his misconception of the
role "Forum" should play in student
education. The- interests and beliefs
of the student body are of major con-

Is KUOP really a student radio
station? 'o, not any more.
Then• was a time when students
took an ,1ct1ve interest in station
policy at KUOP, when they were
<
< cl as an integral part of th'
tn·at·
�tation, and not just a t•onven •
<l nt
labor Ioree.

Once upon a time, radio work
was thought of as an ar t form for
those involved, a means of achieving
personal
satisfaction
by
com·
municating to a listening audience.
But now things have changed.
By the management's decision to shut
down the station between 12 and 5
a.m.._ they are eliminating the only
m�s•cal alternative in the Central

Valley, as well as denying students
the opportunit to get involved in
self-run musicarprogramming.
Anyone who has ever listened to
KUOP at night knows the value that
freedom from commercialization can
ha�e in a free-form musical progra�.
Thr� type_ of pro�ram�ing is only
avarlable m a pubhc radro station.
Artistry of the airwaves is now a

thing of the past. Now the emphasis
is on the business aspect. This is
evident in the fact that money is
being Ghanneled �ut of the late night
DJ , s pay and bemg channeled into
television commercials.
If KUOP is to be a student radio
station, the students voice must be
heard, and their talents utilized.
Dan Callaway

ASUOP seeks student suppo�t of programs
. _
.
.
students a chance to evaluate the serhad mceti"ngs in the Ra)·mond om1-.cbtt�r:
ASUOP admm1strat10ns. However
.
.
Suet•<•ss for ASuOP s goal of ser·
vices and programs offered b
the
Pharmacy
�0s
on R
Rotuneven after these efforts. some prop!�
' '\
x
ASUOP and will allow for them t�
body is UPpendent on

.

ving the student
how well ASUOP idt•ntifies student
net•ds and goes about satisfying them.
Along \\ith that, it is <·rucial for
t nt ideas and .to be
AS OP to lap stud'
.. Ill
.
I ouc·h" WI' IIl s ;t udent vrews.
llmwwr, th<·'prot·t·s� isn't rasv, and
it pmes a wnstant struggle.
In an '
< ffort to deal with this
.
' SUOP h�s
· ll·• 1 II.
� ngc, n
�
· . done, ancI •s
.
dmng th•
e followmg thmgs:
I) l�·
< vdopl•d a con�p�ehensive
Student Surwy to be admmrstcred to
8�10 rar�domlv dH�en,�tt�dent� beg!n·
nmg Nmemher :>. I hrs wrll g1ve
•

. .

.

c

express their ideas and views.
2) Vice
President Kristin
Alm quist and I have been returning
to the meetings of every living naroup
holding open forums. This gives
everyone a chance to ask questions
and discuss issues related to ASUOP
or the University
. . in g_eneral.
3) Begmmng th1s semester, the
ASUOP
of
Supervisors
Board
ml'l'tings (which are open to the
public) are being moved around
campus to better allow interested
parties to participate. So far, we have

a a d 1 out w st.
.
.
�) f h a e b
meetmg Wtth
ee �
.
h
.
1 e de s of t e �arrous co�shtue�t
s�hool s to keep m touch With therr
vtews and needs
·
S) In a 1 I ASUO�
co.rrespondence,
publications we have
s.Pee" c es a
mvrte
strongly . enc<;>uraged
an
everyone who has questions rdeas or
.
criti i
to
c anc1 talk to us m
the
0ff�>�
It t'.

� ng

�s�Cc>P

· '

� st�;�: : � ;

Th f t
s,
might
!h � h ve not
add, a�e � a
been implementt'd by previous

.

still feel ASUOP is "out of touch," so
our struggle continues.
If. by ('hance, you happen to
havE' specific ideas about how
.
ASUOP m1ght go about k<'eping in
better touch with your views
PLEASE let us know. We need you;
input!!
S0 don't be shy, sen d us a note in
,
the mail or call us at 946-2233. Better yet, come by our office (in between the Mall and the Redwood
Room in the University Center.) .
Hon Pool
ASUOP President

Editorial gave C�rney everything she deserved and more

hlitm·
Ann Ccnw� de.st•nt·d •
t v•
t rything
� 0�1 �·'' P .!l�r-am! mc!rt'··in your
«'<htonal,
Ct•rnc•y s C.<tmpaigning
DPplorablc·." As the elections draw
w
l an·r, l',tmpaign., lwat up, ilnd what
fornu·rl� S<'<'lll<'< l to h•
t the excPption
in politic.� ha� now l>'
< comc almost the
rult• ol tlw dav.
It. s known as the smear camll.li�n.
In the rate• for lht• State Assembly
st•.tl from our distrid, one of the Cilndi< l.ltes itsks you to \.Ol<' for him .sol<'h
t n•ason that his OI> IX> n(•nt, a·s
for th'
t·ount) SUJ>'
t rvisor, us'
t d public funds
< his pl•
t asurc Vilcations. ln
to I inane·
.·
< n�ia I cont�·st, �lr. Reagan
IIIP prl' s l<I'
l SJ< l'
t nt Cartl'r "incom(,lbcls Pr'
•

.

petent an<! Mr Carter refers to some
of Rea��n s statements as "horse
manure
E OUCH!
. .
Stop
_ and think a
. But w�1t.
.
It s one thrng to complain
.n1 mut<.
'md . bell -ach� about sueh mundane
�
tactiCS, �
. � �urte another to know Just
why pol•t•crans res
_ ort to t_hem.
.
r thI_ s uestIOn, we must
To answ
f'irst a k · "Wh
at lb t�e overall driving
.
for�·e, �.he r tent, ehind � politi�ian's
d
. It IS my
.
actrons
. an statements?
contc�tro that the answer here is, in
�.
general
to get elected (or rcelected)"
.
·
,
_ov..
. ,_ k<>ep m
· mmd that. I m
sp<'akmg m terms of my perception of
ihe generaI, overall pattern of politics

.

•

in the U.S.
Tht'rc are n1 a•.ny
politicians who will frcquentl g ve
mor� 1 s or yersonal bt'lids a h ight'r
consrderatron than popularity· they
arc to be high!}· commended.· But
human weakn<'ss Set'ms to ·u'oml·nate
the actions of the great majority. y et
can we expec-t mon·?
c. o_in� on th<' prem1·5e that a
.
o 1 lhelan
s principal motivation is to
b<' (rc-) elected,
we sec that, in the
long run, it is really tht• public (i.<.'
the voters)that determines the qual·t··
' y
of our government.
Manv have
claim<'d that this is iln m
.J herent
fa (I,acy of dcmocraty, because thc
population as a whole <'an never
possess wisdom and insight
I would, in fa<·t, agrc� with this
•

·

.

to a certain �xtent, but I would also
hasten �o pornt out, as did Winston
Churchr_ll, . that the pitfalls of anv
alter�atrve to democracy can only be
consrdercd greater.
My underlying point is this: our
government is going to be only as
g00d as we, the voters, demand it to
be. The reason "sm<•ar tactics" are
used by politicians is, sadly e�ough
because they DO work. And until we'
the . �oters,
demand more from ou;
_
pol1hcrans and public servants \V('
are gomg
· to fm
· d ourselves stu<:k with
the same old song-and-dance.
•

•

Cerney .editorial demonstrated deplorable tactics

Editor:
Th·
< privill'gc of cditoralizing
pr'
t -supposes scrupulous integrity and
prok�sional ethics. Your editorial
rl'garding the Ccrncr campaign
demonstrated the very same tactics
< ploring."
�ou wc>rc "d•
Writing that Crrney has brought
srnt'ar tactics to Stockton is totally
ridintlous, like asking our girlfriend
"IIa-.c you stop1x·d goi!lg out on

me?" Guilty no matter what!
Voters need to be able to dif
fercntitate between candidates. How
else is one to make a rational choice if
not by examining an incumbent's
rec?rd? Ann Cerney uses Shumway's
votmg record to clarify her own con
trasting opinions.
For example, she has looked up
the congressional record and found
that Shumway voted no on a bill to

make �lluting chemical companys
respons1�le for their environmenta 1
destructron.
She h?s shown how Shumwa
voted agamst ev�ry single act thft
would have benefited senior citilens ·
how he voted against a grant to h 1 '
revitalize downtown redevelopme�f.
a�d how h� voted against funding fo;
�an Joaqum County crime preven.
t1on.

PaulKry der
Junior, COP

Ann Cerney campai gns aga .
Shumways' record, not Shum mst
.
way
.
htmseIf. NCither does she distort f
or sling mud, it is Mr · Shum ac!s
way s
.
own soctaII y apathetic rec r d
that
makes him appear so negati� e.
Cerney uses t he incumbents reco nn
r to
.
offer us voters an aIte
mat1v
e
philosophy-her own.
·

�

Maria Zanger

various minority groups'
·not; it is my job to prO\
for op ·n di�cu ion.<tnd nt
f ilit t •
to
id s
of
t•du<·ation.

c<.'rn, but it is not my job, as Mr. �t·ott
says, to reflect only tlw view· of the
university's majority. It is also my
job to t>xpose univt>rsih membt>rs ti>
a rnultitude of ideas, whethPr thev ar<'
the <•xa�t views of the majorih or'not.
It rs not my job to decidP th<•
majority's opinion is worthwhil<' and

•

P.ilrici

ASLOP Forum on 'at10n I

A

Pacifican influencing

KUQP is not a student radio station anymore

Editor:

1cannot
t,elt the
truth.

tcannot
tet1a.1te.

studen t opinion?
Editor:
I was so sorry to st•e the misin
forml'd article on· the unifit'd ealen
?ar and the editorial on the sanw
ISSUe.
I feel that as a school newspaper
.
wtth a r;adership of 3600, vou ha'<'
tlw oblrgation to prest'nt" factual
complet�. full-researched material ir;
Y0�1� artrcles. I did not find this in the.
umf1NI calendar articll's.
In the opening paragraph, You
. .
stat;d
that the Academic Council-has
decttled to make a <'hang(' in th�·
<'alenda�.
This
information
is
.
mlsl<.'ctdmg a nd intorret'l in >art.
/
Larry Walk
er
.
. . chairm·1•11 <111( h'IS
AcacI cmrc Council m·lkc on I , a
recomnwndatJon to President 1<:Ca
ffrev, · along
with mam
oth'
< r
councrls
,
recommend at"rons
Th c
· d ent
pre�r.
alone makes th� rma
· l
d eCISIOn.
The segment entitled "Wh
at the
students
was
think"
almost
humorous! inc omp 1 te
, hcn amidst
the artici{ thc
a� er f ound that
the polled stude�� num
bered five
students- TOTAL. rvc st
udents out
of 4 J 0() stu dents to
me does not
represent "What th'e st u
d ents think"!
. .
0�
w ere al!. but fa�
tually �sed · 1� stat
e,
student about th prospe Ask anv
ct of an extinct Winter Te;m an
.
d hts answ<•r
•

,

•

.

'

•

.

·

Junior. Public

''Wise Blood''
not given jus

·
F

� �
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the 60 hour lesiitre guide
from Stockton into the Delta country.
�C9a�A��u
You might check at several of the
evening

Shirley
will be playing in the
Showroom this weekend.
will be at 9:00 p.m. and again
15 p.m. for both Friday and
. The show will be $21.00 a
the nights, but this also in
ree drinks with the price of
. Call l -800-648-3353 for
or
inf mation.
TAHOE- Singer

�TJCUa4LDA� U

(

afternoon
and Excursions
'

.

The turn of the century heyday of
n Francisco-Stockton cruises on the
uge riverboats, with dinner on
bard and dancing under the stars, is
mg over. However. if you;d rather
r .lax and "leave the driving" to
thers there are some interesting
oatin g excursions that can be taken
••

I

in
illed.
of

I

1LACEMENT CENTER- Campus in
n rviews at the placement center for
religihe week of Nov. 3-Nov. 7th.
ar

a

�

of Kuwait
t-Edwards Air Force Base
�Rockwell
o-Hanyman/Homers
Willamette Univ. Grad. School
t-Western Electric
t-Coro Foundation
1lease remember that you must call
nd make an appointment before you
for your interview.

opini
ide a I
·

�

***

PIER 39-Specialty shops, restauran

***

t !ruises

marinas and rental outfits listed
e sewhere in this chapter.
Many
hmes you can talk a local into a day
long; boat charter-and getthe benefit
of hts or her perspective on local lore,
yarns and Delta tall tales in the
bargain! In addition, there are more
regularly scheduled activities of this
sort that begin to recall the glory days
of
the
Delta
riverboats.

ts. and vantage points for some of the
best views of the city and the Bay are
housed in rustic buildings that extend
over the Bay. Entertainment events
�h �ch migh � ! nclude anything from
_
d1vmg exh1bthons
to magicians
amuse visitors as they stroll along the
wooden promenades.
Guests can
moor their yachts and saiboats in the
guest marina. 981-8030.
***

ISLAND-Sailing
on
weekends from S.F.'s pier 431h, 10
a.m., noon, 2 and 3:45 p.m. Excellent
and

ANGEL

**·*

ALCATRAZ- The rock, rising over

the bay, served as a fort, U.S.
Military Prison and a U.S. Correc
tional Prison. Take a two hour tour
of the prison that held the famous
AI Capone, alias The Birdman of
Alcatraz. Boats for the tour depart
every 45 minutes from pier 43.
Reservations are recommended for
. tl]e trip, call 415-546-2805.
***

FISHERMAN'S WHARF-The smell
of the sea is nowhere more refreshing
than here at the heart of the Bay. The
renowned crab fleet calls it home, as
do many seafood restaurants and
shops. Plan on spending an entire
day here, visiting shops, restaurants
and attractions including the old
sailing ship Balclutha. The Wharf
area is best reached by a Market and
Powell cable car or 30 Stockton Muni
bus.

evening
Mr. D's Pizzeria-122 E. Oak St. (465-

8166). This popular pizzeria and bar
is located in Stockton's second oldest
Tannery
original
building-the
building, dating back to 1876. The

WINTER TERM CARIBBEAN AD
VENTURE-Slide show Monday,
Nov. 3, 9:00 p.m., WPC 122. Pre
views of Island and Marine Biology
offered by depts. of Physical
Education and Biology. Island of
Roatan, Honduras. Instructors: Dr.
Cormon
Sutton,
Dr.
Anne
FunkhousE.'r, Mr. Ken Wright. For
any questions call Cormon Sutton at
846-2209.
DRAMA PROFESSOR TO SPEAK
AT UOP

A drama professor from the
Universitv of California at Davis will

ida A.
'
mal Pr . Personal counseling with trained
Dllbunselors. By appointment.

.

�

Pac�fican

3

present owners have been here for
abo';lt I 0 years but trace' their
family pizza-making history back to
1948 when the father, Adolph Da
Valle, opened the first Central Valley
_ a place in Stockton. While there
P•n
is a lot of rich history to take in, that's
only half the fun. Mr. D's is a frien
dly place and serves qualit food con
y
Sl_ �tcntly, offering everything from
p1ua and assorted pasta dishes to
char -broilE.'d steak sandwiches. Open
l l a.m.-11 p.m. daily except sun. No
credit rards. Juke Box.

FINANCIAL AID
CAUFORNIA GUARANTEED
STUDENT LOAN
.. . . . ..

�CU�LDA�a

. . . . .. .. .. . . .
. .. .
STUDENTS WHO ARE PLANNING
TO APPLY FOR THE FIRST TIME
THIS YEAR ARE URGED TO BEGIN
THE APPLICATION PROCEDURE
RIGHT AWAY. A DELAY AT THIS
LATE DATE COULD RESULT IN
HIGHER INTEREST PAYMENTS FOR
YOUR
ENTIRE
COLLEGE
FOR FURTHER IN
EDUCATION.
FORMATION,
CONTACT
THE
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE IN NORTI-i
HALL OR CALL 2421.
. . . . . . . . .

evening

COREA- The UOP Jazz
Band will be playing with special
guest Chick Corea and Gary Burton.
The show will start at 8:00 p.m. in
the conservatory.
Tickets are
availble in the record store at $3.50
fo; �tudents and $7.50 general ad
m1ss1on.
Tickets are limited and
there is no guarantee that you will be
a le to buy your ticket at the door, so
p1ck one up at the record store on
Friday.

?

IN
INFORMATION
HAS
BEEN
VERIFIED THROUGH THE IN
THE
DIVIDUAL COMPANY.
PACIFICAN IS NOT RESPON
SIBLE FOR ANY PRICE, DATE,
OR TIME CHANGES. PLEASE
CALL THE NUMBERS GIVEN
BEFORE YOUR VISIT.
THANK YOU
ALL

WEEKEND

. .

.

.

.

.

.

. . .

.

. . .

.

.

.

. .

. . . .

. . . . . .

.

RACQUETBALL

speak at University of the Pacific on
Friday (October 31).
Dr. Ruby Cohn, a professor of
comparativ� drama, will discuss
American
"Wit and Wisdom:
Drama's Achilles Heel" at 3 p.m. in
Room 2 of the Drama Department
building.
The program is open to thE.'
public, and it is being arranged by
the Drama Department and Center
tor Integrated Studies.
Dr. Cohn is the author of
num<>rous books and articles about
modern drama, and she is a noted
authority on the works of Samuel
R<>ckE>tt.

DRABBLE

n Y Center offers draft counseling
anyone interested. We offer:

.

DATELINE

CHICK

CORNERSTONE

mtril . RAFT COUNSELING-The Ander·

tc

facilities, island tour.
For intor
mation call 546-281 5; island infor
mation, call 435-1915.

.

GRAPHIC
STUDENT-A
new
magazine by and for students of ArDesign,,
Cartooning,
chitecture,
Graphics and Photography from
universities across the nation, is
rl'q uesting that students of the above
fields submit their best work for
publication. Please send QUALITY
reproductions, or if you wish,
originals with stamped self-addressed
!'melope. If your work is published,
tht• GRAPHIC STUDENT will pay
you as follows...

Now 2 can play for the price of 1!
Clip this coupon - call for a court and play weeknights from 9 pm or all da
FRIDAY • SATU A DAV • SUNDAY!

Coupon must be presented at time of play

PUBLIC WELCOME!

Quail Lakes Athletic Club
2303 W. March Lane

Architecture: $30 Cartoons: $10
Graphics: $15
Design: $15
$15

::.:.:,_..1

�

951-3795

Stockton

!! Giant Screen
!! 25 C: Hot Dogs

M'l M01..ER WA�'f� M£ '0
�ER A P1cfu�t' Of

:. Dr?p-in Rap/ iscussion open to
_
I. Fnday 3.00-5.00
p.m.

•

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL!

By Kevin Fagan
e 1010 United Feature Syndlcete, Inc

Valid lhtu Nov 7

·

·

·

·

Public Welcome

. Information on legislation, options
etc.
objection,
onscientious
;vailable 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Mon
y through Friday.

Quail Lakes Athletic Club

ow-·,n.oA_____

y C<>nter is across Pacific
Burns Tower at the University
Knoles Way and
the Pacific.

2303 W. March Lane • Stockton • 951-3795
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Sculptll:re Cutting·

....---

Created by

I

N
nDo·lt·

•

yourself "

Copy a one·hour cassette

SirGauuan

In less than 2 minutes.

Make a Copy of your favor�te
y
¢
��!�'0'�����1

foo�n�'

Adtni11i�

od''

justiO

Copying Service! Guaranteed perfect mo'laural
copies, every time.

What can you copy?

The potential uses for cassette copies are endless. Here are just a few of the
most common applications: lectures, seminars, language labs, meetings,
college classes, sermons, sales messages, weddings, interviews, talking
letters, family events, relaxations, exercises, word-processing data, and
computer programs.

.Jsuperhalr,
J(uC�

Inc.

Sculpture Cutting

Artistically combining precision with
shape . . . a "contoured look"
specifically suited for you

Sir Gauuan's Superhair Salons

of 10 Awards
Winner
Hairstyles
for
in the san Joaquin Valley.
of 7
best

Open 7 days a week

SuperHair II 204o Pacific Ave. 948-5560.
SuperHair Ill 1209 W. March Lane 957-4244.
SuperHair IV 133 Village Square 478-0498.
SuperHair V QuaillakesCenter 957-9198.
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This coupon is redeemable for one (1) cassette copy of your original cassette for only 99c.
Any additional copies of your original cassette are at the prices below. Simply bring your
original cassette and this coupon with you. The copy cassette and the copying service are
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included in one price.
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120 minute
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�

Your Original
Cassette Length
30 minute
60 minute
90 minute

D
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l r

Regular Price
Per Copy

High-Speed
Copying Tl.,.

$2.19
$2.89

1 minute
2 minutes

"""" """""' CENIBIS

$3.79

3 minutes

$4.79

4 minutes
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t
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Mpi•
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use the available housing stock
to the benefit of poor people.
R . R . : HN<', in our country, we have
got l iterallv thousands of homes
boarded up. owned by the federal
government because of foreclosures
of mortgag<•s on governmc:ont loans,
and so forth.
I' v<> tal ked about " sweat equity."
, Why don't you take a family that
eannot otherwise afford housing to
one of those houses and say. "Okay,
for one dollar it is yours, providing
vou will rnak(• it habitable.
Do
�' halevcr ne<>ds to be done to it, and
l l \ e in it."

M . B.: While declining private
home ownership is true among
whites: it's even more apparent
among black families. Reagan
cites
statistics
from
the
the
Economic
Report
of
President from January, 1980
to underscore his point that
black families have d one badly
a d
Democratic
under
ministrations.
The presidential report of
1 969 says the medium income
for black families was sixty-one
percent of that for white
families.
But by 1978, ten years
later, the black family income
relative to whites had declined
to fifty-nine percent.
Why,
then
do
blacks
vote for
Democrats?
Reagan says they are
literally being misled . M any
people don't realize that Ronald
Reagan
is opposed
to
a
peacetime draft. He says he
believes it is against the civil
rights of Americans to conscript
them against their will during
peacetime.
But there are other ways to
ensure a strong military, he
says, like Q pgradiJtg the con
dition of pro f essional soldiers.
Jl

!Ut : I don't want a draft, so the up
�rading of tlw profc>ssionals in the

actual military is essential. Seventy
percent of the enlistees who serve
their term leave the service.
nonof
short
so
We're
commissioned officers in every
branch of the service, that when they
talk about having the draft right
now. we wouldn't have the non-coms
to train them.

the slogan "he kept us out of war,"
but in his second term the German
government, believing that nothing
could induce America to go to war,
went beyond the limit and we were in
a war
No one can help but think that
war is man's greatest stupidity. And

But I have also said that what we
need in connection with that is the
buildup of a million man re
serve-these would be l ike fellows
from the National Guard, that go
about their jobs and so forth.
The reserve has been allowed to
deteriorate very badly in this coun
try.

M . B . : Perha ps it was a measure
of his strength that kept Reagan
out of war with the Republican
at
Council
the
Women's
The
nominating convention.
When the
issue was E.R.A.
platform committee decided to
withdraw the quarter century
of party support for the E.R.A.
the caucus was angry. When
Reagan arrived to discuss it
with them, they emerged from
the
meeting
saying
Gov.
Reagan was much more sen
sitive on the issue of women's
rights than they had realized.
What ha d he said?

M . B . : Reagan says that if our
reserves were up to standard
and the core of our professionals
were upgraded, the need for a
peacetime draft would be
reduced or even eliminated.
R . R . : And these would be men who
would be willing-maybe some of
them would be young veterans from
our last "go-rounds" -and they
would be will ing to do this. I would
l ike to explore ways to make it more
advantageous to them, l ike saying
"That money you get from being in
the reserve is tax-free."

M.B.: But Reagan notes that
his conviction that a strong mili
tary will keep our adversaries at
home is not in any way a sug
gestion tha y he will be a com
mander-in-chief looking for a
fight, as some Carter commer
cials have suggested.

R . R . : [ think it is unfitting of anyone
at this level of politics to suggest that
any man elected president would
want to get this nation into war.
It's unfair and I wouldn't say it to
anyone but I will say this-there's far
more danger in someone doing as this
administration has, having a pol icy
of vacillation, and a pol icy of con
fusion and inconsistency that could
lead some nation into backing us into
a corner where war accidentally re
sulted, as most wars do.
Woodrow Wi lson was elected on

R . R . : I'll tell you what I said. My dif
ference with them is only on the
amendment, and it's only agamst the
amendment from the standpoint that
I don't think they've rea lized the mis
chief that could be done by men.
In other words, under that
amendment exist discriminatory laws
that favor women because of their
physical difference-labor laws that
protect them against l ifting w<>ights
that could permanently injure them,
anrf so forth.
These laws, by virtue of class
action suits and suits brought by men,
including combat duty in the mili
tary, could wipe out all the discrim
inatory laws in favor of women.
The second thing is that the
amendment is something that takes
the matter out of the hands of the kg
isla tor, and puts it in the hands of the
courts.
It doesn't mean there's an auto
matic law that every woman can now
say, "I'm discriminated against . "
No, she's got t o go t o the court and
challenge this.
•
• r
Wt>Jt it's going to take year· <�n<1
years if this were passed to build up a
body of case law. That would sd the
rules.

���

--

--

M . B .: There is a princip al in
volved in the Rea gan position
that many of his a dvisors say is
wildly misin terpreted.
Simp ly stated, it is that
Reagan believes in truly equal
rights. Not the perception of
equality as interpreted by a
new federal bureaucr acy, and
imposed on the people as
government sees fit.

R . R . : I told them that as Governor of
Cal ifornia I set out and we promoted,
and signed into law, fourteen statutes
that actual ly eliminate legal dis
criminations against women in the
State of Cal ifornia.
A law, for example, that said a
married woml'n could not invest in
securities h<>r own mon'ey without the
consent of her husband, things of this
kind. Now, i£ all of this same effort
that is going on with this consti
tutional amendment were put in
statev.. ide el iminating of such dis
criminat ive 1<\ws wherever existent,
that the name of the game is they
want to get rid of the discrimination.
So I told them that as president I
would have someone as a permanent
lia ison to the states to carry that ex
ample of Cal ifornia and other exam
pit's when• they could be found to
promote and encourage states to
eliminate existing discriminations.
And at the same time there have
been nineteen laws passed in the last
l"vcnty vears at the federal level. I
don't know how well they are being
cnfor<>ed.
I would put someone in charge of
kee ing a constant overview on those
anc r making sure that those federal
laws are not only enforced, but if
there arc additional federal statutes
we will promote them.

M . B.: In the case of the ERA
this strict dedication to prin
ciples has caused Reagan sup
port. It is a trait that surfaced
in his policy on Taiwan and
many other issues besides the
ERA.
But in Reagan's mind it is
better to stand on principles and
possibly be misunderstood than
to violate principle for votes.
Today,
as
a
conservative
Reagan says his principles are
the same as they were when he
1
wa a lib ral Democrat:
\Vhat has changed is his
approach of putting principle
into action. A transfonnation

ed when he w a s on
that chang
d ner
an after- in
the circuit a s
speaker

ken in
egan to be sh a th a t
R.R. : As I say , I b
s
g
in
th
re
e
re
my belief tha t the ddo bette r. And
l
u
co
wen t
the government
da when 1
there finally came :- �our and sa id
a
home after. .a
l ize now that
l
,
to Nancy Loo '
'
a gai nst a re
k
the things I am spe� 10�u sed by the
b g
in the large fa rt e J!l
g ut and ca mpeople that . � m go m
1g for
pa
register for a
l
d I did not rea ctu ll
1 found out that . r !.,a�
whiie
re- regJ�t«?
king that move to
ur r h
yo
ost l ike changing
�
for
pa l
cam
t
fir
I
�
And so
f still a s
u
b
es,
.
Republi can ca nd1 dat
�ne m g ht
a Democrat. But then
speak m g �0
,n 1 962 , I was
woma n m t he
d
an
l
l
y
ra
Republ ica n
ked.. me if I
audience stood up an as.
saJ d, no, bu t
had re-registered, and I
I was going to."
regJ' st
She said that she was a
mJ_ d e
the
n
dow
and wa lked right
th
on
ers
aisl e and put the pap
d
an
me
of
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podium in fron
bac k to my
regJ'stered and then went
speech.
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M.B . : Since the time of his CC?nVersl·on to a more conservative
thought p rocess , Reag an ha s
continued to speak about the
growing size and power of
government.
He Says that his principles are
the ones on which the governrnent was founded, the right of
free people to decide for themselves how they will live lives
interference
undue
without
from government d ictate.
Reagan says that people, are getting tired of government ineptitude and ineffectiveness.

R.R.: Don't you think that there is a
change occuring right now? That
there is a more of an awareness?
Because of the tax bite of inflation, it
has hit individuals, and most people
in the country, that is a case of
mismanagement.
This is why the system of gover
nment that we have is still th�
greatest. The people are free enough
to go about their own business and
do
what they are doing.
That they just did not ay atten
tion to it was l ike the ol / cliche of
boiling a frog: you put him in the
pan of water and the. water j ust keeps
getting warmer and warmer and by
the time that he realizes that it is too

Rea g a n - C a rte r d e bate : ca l l i t a d r a w
By Jeff Nelson
Staff Writl!r

Teu.sday
night's
presidential
debate · between Jimmy Carter and
Ronald Rc>agan went about as expec
ted, with the usual issue sidestepping
and
mudslinging
which
has
dominated this year's campaign.
!':either man really came out
ahead in the debate. although it was
dear that Ca rter had Reagan on the
ddensive for much of the night on
issues conl'erning national defense
and Reagan conservatism.
, The candidates side stepped
man} questions during the 90 minute
affair, refusing to come up with a
dear cut answer, which made some
of the responses sound l ike a typical
campaign spt>ech.
However, much of the debate
was a slugfest in which Carter at
tal'k<'d R<>agan by describing his at
titudt•s toward milita ry mikht as
"dangerous
and
bell igerant."
Reagan hammered away at the
I'<'Onomy and claimed Carter has led

the country into hard times.
Questions from the panel of
journalists gave Carter a number of
chances to assault Reagan's defense
posture, with Carter contending that
Reagan would start a new nuclear
arms race with Russia, and threaten
world peace. Reagan responded by
saying he wants a stronger defense,
but insisted that world peace is his
foremost concern.
Reagan focused bis attack on
Carter's economic record, claiming
that Carters' administration was
responsible for the nations rising in·
flation and unemployment.
Reagan called for an end to big
government, and said much of the
nation's inflation is blamed on the
large
number
of
government
programs
instigated
by
the
Democrats.
The subjl'ct of Strategic Arms
Limitation (SALT) brought forth
heated exchanges between the two
candidates.
Carter claimed that Reagan
would scrap the SALT II t reaty .
altogether and ruin the efforts put

Soldiers start college
richer.
[ up

to

$20,100 richer]

T h e Army can help you save a lot o f money for college.
Enlist for two years and you can accumulate up to $ 1 3,400.
When you enlist for three or four years, you rece1ve up to

$20, 1 00

The saVIngs start when you enroll 1n the Veteran's
Educational Ass1stance Program (VEAP, for short). Under
the VEAP, the Army contributes two dollars for every one
dollar you save for college.
And now, you may be able to qualify for special education
mcentives of $8,000- $ 1 2, 000, depending on length of
enlistment.
Your local Army representative can give you all the details
and tell you how 10 qualify.
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forth in the last nine years to
negotiate a treaty with the Soviets.
Reagan
retorted
that
he
questioned the series of arms control
trraties hecause the Soviets have out
nl'gotiatNI the United States, and are
supenor under this treaty. He
said he wasn't talking of scrapping
the treaty, but re-negotiating a more
f::�vorable treaty for the United States.
Neither candidate really ad
dressed the issue of the hostages held
in Iran although Reagan called for a
Congressional investigation when the
hostages do return, to probe th"
government's responses to the r�ulong ordeal.
Carter also side stepped the
hostage question, instead asserting
that Reagan is oppossed to the efforts
to block the spread of nuclear
weapons to small countries, thus
making it easier for the "ultimate
terrorist threat" to become a real ity.
Reagan disputed that statement,
saying
that
halting
nuclear
·

prolification would be a major part
of his foreign policy.
Carter portrayed himself as a
mainstream
in
the
politician
Democratic party, who is four vears
wiser and more experienced at han
dling the country and its problems.
Carter took every opportunity to
talk of the threat of nuclear war,
which he says is the outstanding issue
of the campaign, and also found op
portunitie s to describe Jteagan as a
super conservat ive by repeating some
of the former Governor 's past
statements.
Reagan
Carter's
countered
assault by
charging that the
president had distorted his record 1
and past criticisms of such social
program s ·as
Social
Security,
Medicare and the minimum wage.
The debate closed with Carter
saying that the differences in the two
men were clear cut and he represen
ted stability and experience.
Rea�an ended with � soft sell,

MEN-WOMEN

A $1,500 reason
to join
the Army Reserve.

asking the country if it wanted four
more years of Carter, or a new ap
proach.

There was a distinct contrast in
style between the two candida tes,
Carter remaine d stoic through out the
debate, while Reagan appeared in
formal and on occasio n laughed and
smiled after some of Carter 's
remarks .
Thert• was H' l
humorous
moment
It occth 1 '1'<! when Carter
refe�ed to his daughter Amy when
talkm g about nuclea r war, as if to jn
fer that Amy is the source of his ad
vice.

•
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By K aren Komsak
Sports Editor

Tomorrow night Tiger football,
0-2 in PCAA, l - 1 in Pac- 1 0, will seek
PCAA win as they travel to
' their first
Logan, Utah, to face the Utah State
Aggies at 12:30 p.m.
"Utah is a very experienced foot
aga ·111 ball tt'am." says Head C'..oach Bob
Toledo. "They have good size, and
I they ha"� tradition going lor them
right now. But they'll be in for a sur
prise Saturday ."
Utah is presently tied with Long
Beach State for first place in th�
PCAA with a league record of 2-0.
USU has won or shared the PCAA
title in both of their first two seasons
in the conference.
Senior Bob Giagliano is the quar
terback for Utah with 1 ,334 yards
and 14 touchdowns. He has com
pleted just under half of his 2 1 4
passes. I n his first three games he
threw nine interceptions, but has
th rown 1 10 straight passes and has
gone four games without throwing
another.
On the other end of the ball for
Utah are junior flanker James Mur
phy and senior split end Ken Thomp
son. In seven games Murphy has 36
catches and Thompson 3 1 and each
has si x touchdowns.
Pacific is 5-7 against Utah. Utah
has won the last three games, in
duding last season's 1 5- 1 4 game in
would �
Stockton. The Tigers lead 1 4-7 going
u
into the fourth quarter when U SU
;
VI ua �
drove 99 yards to score and then
lhl' completed a two point conversion for
. I the win.

��

..
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The Utah defense gave up 70
points to Brigham Young two weeks
ago and two weeks prior to that the
U SU offensive linemen were detected
with a Vaseline-type substance on
their uniforms arid were made to
change them, holding up the game.
''I'm looking forward to the
game," says senior defensive back Jeff
Tracy.
"They have an excellent
quarterback and receivers. It's going
to be a hell of a challenge."
"Looking at the stats," says Utah
Head Coach Bruce Snyder, "we can
see that their pass defense is first in
the conference. We see this as an in
dication of what to do which will be
to run on them. This will be going
away from our strength (passing
game) though.

nervous
tremendously
''I'm
because there's a lot of things not in
our
favor,"
continues
Snyder.
"There's a revenge motive for them
(UOP) which we'll try to overcome.
My problem is making sure that
we're ready emotionally and intel
lectually. Our players are a bit over
confident that we defeated Fresno
last week, and Fresno defeated UOP.
Pacific has an edge because they have
nothing to lose, and we have
everything to lose."
Last week the Tigers, lead by 1 8
freshman, seven starting, traveled to
Arizona State where they fell 37-9 to
the Sun Devils.
Pacific only trailed by 7-3 at half
time.
"I was elated with the first half of
play," says Toledo. "But it takes two
halfs to win."
Despite the loss, Toledo was not

U ta h

payba c k

discouraged.
"Our kids played their guts out,
but it was just a long second half," he
says. "The big thing was just people.
We got worn down, threw two costly
interceptions and missed some
tackles. "
Junior tight end Paul Schreiner
was offensive player of the week.
Schreinet who converted from
fullback to tight end last spring,
caught six passes for 1 3 1 yards and a
touchdown. Four of his catches went
for first downs and the yardage was
the most for a Tiger receiver in one
game this year.
Senior outside linebacker Juan
Chapa got his first start in place of in
Chapa
jured Mike Merriweather.
was defensive player of the week with
1 2 tackles, 4 unassisted.
Freshman rover Kevin Greene
was named special team's player of
the week. Greene also played as the
fifth defensive back in the nickel
defensive alignment.

Sophomore
John
tailback
Morehouse had the Tigers' longest
kickoff return of 1 980, with 46 yards.
Jeff
placekicker
Sophomore
Council kicked his longest field goal
for 43 yards.
Junior linebacker Kirk Harmon
continued his defensive streak with
12 tackles.
Junior punter Harley Miller con
tinues to play well as he averaged 44
yards per kick last week. Miller still
leads the PCAA with 2503 yards in
6 1 punts, for an average distance of
4 1 . 1 yards.
"If we'd remained healthy, I
t�ink we'd be in the thick of the

race," said Toledo.
"We have a
bright future.
"Our players have played as
hard as anybody in the country.
They've been courageous, har
dworking, and have had a lot of
pride ," he adds.
This week the Tigers hope to
have several players who missed the
Arizona State game.
"We held some players out last
week to get them healthy for Utah
State because we consider each of our
five conference games more impor
tant
non-conference
any
than
games," says Toledo.
"This is a.key game for us," con
tinues Toledo. "We can still have a
winning record and still finish over
.500 in conference play."
Among the players expected to
return Saturday are sophomore
fullback Gary Blackwell (stretched
ligaments in foot) and sophomore of
fensive tackle Rick Penn (knee and
ankle). Definitely out for the season is
sophomore defensive tackle Marcus
Perro who underwent knee surgery
last week, and freshman defensive
tackle Craig Triplett who had a
shoulder operation.
Sophomore
noseguard George Dunlap is also out
with knee problems.
Junior s plit end Rainey Meszaros
had dropped to No. 1 1 in the NCAA
receiving ranks. Junior quarterback
Gra son Rogers is now No. 44 in
tota offense and UOP's pass defense
fell to No. 1 4.
Senior flanker Rob Wilson is now
No. 5 on UOP's all-time receiving
chart with 76 catches. Junior Paul
Schreiner is now No. 1 0 on UOP's
chart with 45 catches.
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Karen 's Commen·ts Wate r p o l o p l a ys,
c a pt i n o pti m i t i c
By K aren Komsak
Sports Editor
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The tu rni ng

poi nt

It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points
out how the strong man stumbled, or where the doer of deeds
could have done them better. The credit belongs to the man

who is actually in the arena, whose face is marked by dust
and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who errs and
comes short again and again; who knows the great en

thusiasms, the great devotions; who spends himself in a wor
thy cause; who, at the best, knows in the end the triumph of
high achievement, and who, at the worst, if he fails, at least

fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be
with those timid souls who know neither victory or defeat.
-Putnam
As we edge our way into November , we cross the
t hreshold of mid-semester. Mid terms, yuck. While the
academic world makes its way over the hump, athletics shift
gears also.

Volleyball goes into their third month of competiti on,
looking toward the regional s and national s that await.
Their talent, skill, and showman ship has been in
credible. They a re to be congratula ted and commended.

As they go into the second half of NorCal a ction I would
encourage you to catch a game or two. It's definitely worth
it.

Field hockey has their last home game today. Take this

oppo rtun ity to be part of an exciting game and fast growing
sport.

Water polo has displayed a fine qual ity; teamwork.
Soccer just completed a four game winning streak.

L.-��

T
heir record is now 6- l l versus last season's final standing
of 2- 1 9. Good Luck Tigers!

Winter baseball has ha d a fine warm-up for spring.

With three weeks left the teams are swinging.

Golf is completing their fall calendar while demon-

stra ting

(;
C
��
�

array of talent.

Spring is very

Tiger football. Tomorrow they travel to Logan, Utah to

try to bring their PCAA record to 1 -2 , as they take on the
11U
t� tah State Aggies. UOP will have the opportunity to play
out the "final second " , still hanging from last season, a nd
t
hen some . Now will be the chance to rectify last year's 1 4jh S loss. Payback.
Pacific will surely be on the field for this game, not

t1

, ...... .� ......

an excellent

alking to the locker room.
If the Utah weather doesn't chill the Aggies, the Tigers
w ill make up the difference. Good Luck!

B y Sharon Khazoyan
Staff Writer

Look ing at the performance of
the UOP water polo team this year,
Jon Drake, the team captain, is happy
with what he sees. "We're clicking
together really well as a team," he
observed.
Drake feels the team has ac
complished a lot so far this season.
They are in a tough league, he said,
but the Tigers have been steadily im
proving. They have won one league
game and have come close to winning
two others, he added.
His ultimate goal for the team
this season, Drake said, was to do
well in the PCAA tournament.
The team captain also has plans
for the team's future. One of the
reasons UOP has fallen behind in the
league in recent years, he thinks, is
because the players all leave in the
summer and it takes time for them to
start "clicking" together again in the
fall.
Next summer, to help remedy
this problem, Drake hopes to have a
summer team and participate in a
summer league.
Coach Dennis
Nugent had a team in Lodi last sum
mer, which Drake played with, along
with some alumni. He enjoyed it and

it would get the team going at the
�inning of the season instead of
haff-way through it.
Drake feels that the team really
works together as a unit. He hopes
this will continue with the help of the
summer team.
An example of this was last Thur
sday, when the Tigers came from
behind in the last quarter to beat the
Air Force Academy with a final score
of 1 5- 1 4.
Bob Bejan was the high scorer in
the game, with 6 goals. Ken Harmon
and Mike Wall each scored 3 points,
and Ron Robertson, Brad Nelson and
Chris Robinette each scored I point.
Goalie Mike Ennis, had a total of 1 3
saves i n the match.
Pacific was up against Hayward
State on Friday, losing with a final
score of I 0- 1 2.
Scott Adams was the top scorer
in the game, with 3 goals. Bejan and
Nelson each scored 2 points, and
Harmon, Robertson and Drake each
scored 1 point. Ennis had 1 2 saves in
the match.
This weekend, the team will be
traveling to Southern California to
compete against Long Beach State on
Thursday, U.C. Santa Barbara and
Pepperdine of Friday, and U.C. Ir
vine on Saturday. Next Tuesday they
will play the California Maritime
Academy.

Junior pitcher Greg

Unger was a dominant part of last

season's baseball success. Pitching has also proved to be a
key factor in winter lea gue baseball.

Wi nter baseba ll still
batt i n g vict orie s
in his 4 innings of work.
ba�eman
Sophomore srrond
Stc'e Smith ·s 2 rurl' single in the bot
tom of the third inning broke open
thl' game for no. 3. Smith, freshman
catcher Sam Vaughn, Sophomon·
third baseman Matt Dulick, and
sophomore � outfielder Dave Derby
pounded 2 hits a piece. Tiger no. t 's
lone run came on a solo homer bv
'
freshman catcher Pete Pappas.
Derby's 2 run doubk proved to
be the winning blow as Tiger no. 3
won 4-3 in the second game for a
sweep of the doubleheader.
With one out and the score tied in
the top of the sixth inning sophomore
outfielder Dave Yahnian stroked a
single to left. Vaughn followed with
a walk and Derby crushed his double
up the left-center gap to win the
game. Yahnian went 3-3 In the game.
With 3 weeks left in league play
Tiger no. 2 is on top with a 1 2-2
record followed by Tiger no. 3 at 104 and Tiger YJO. 1 at 7-7.

By Joe Carrozzi
Staff Writer

Tiger no. 2 and no. 3 continued
their winning ways. as each team
swept their doubleheaders last Sun
day retaining a firm grasp of first and
second place respectively.
In the first game of their twin-bi ll
Tiger no. 2 routed Der Weiner no. 2
by a l 3- 1 score. Freshman outfielder
Wren Nosky and freshman firstbase
man Jeff Townsend each collected 3
hits and 2 RBis in the victory.
Sophomore outfielder Devin Ruby,
junior second baseman Rob Brzezin
ski, and sophomore catcher Bob
Wayland added 2 hits a piece.
Junior Rob Schill ing and senior
Dave Hoffmeister combined for a 4
hitter while limiting Der Weiner to a
single run. Schilling pitched 4 in
nings of perfect baseball.
Townsend ,md Nosky again led
the attack in game 2 as Tiger no. 2
won 5-2. Townsend went 3-3 in
cluding a triple and 2 RBis while
Nosky was 2-3 with a double. Senior
thirdbaseman Rob Stransky added a
bases empty home run for the win
ners.
Townsend went 6-8 on the day
raising his Winter league average
from .433 to .500.
Tiger no. 3 rode the combined 4
hit pitching of junior Greg Unger and
sophomore Ron DuHamel to a 7-2
win against Tiger no. I in their first
gar_ :e. DuHamel struck out 5 batters
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By Kevin Coomb�
Staff Writer

remained in the lead with another 69
giving him a total of 1 38 while Hart
went up to 75 and Moreno took 77
strokes. Fehr stayed in second at 1 42
with 72 in the afternoon. Rowse,
Bryan Norton of Oral Roberts, Ed
Luethke of Fresno State and Roy
McMillan of ASU were tied for third
,
with totals of 1 43.
A three way race emerged after
the afternoon's scores were posted.
BYU had a small hold on first with a
total of 726. Oral Roberts' best five
scores in the afternoon totaled one
under par giving them a two round
total of 727. ASU was right there too

Joe Rassett, an Oral Roberts
senior, fired rounds of 69-69-64 for
an 1 1 -under par total of 202 to lead
Oral Roberts to victory in the ninth
UOP Golf Invitational.
Rassett's total beat the old record
set by Tracy Nakasaki, USC, in 1 979
and Dan Croonquist, Arizona State,
of 2 1 3, by I I strokes. Oral Roberts
score of 1 ,08 1 beat the team record of
1 ,090 set in 1 978 by nine strokes.
The competition got under way
early Monday morning as 1 4 teams
teed up for 36 holes. With the cold- '
1 ness hampering some player's scores,
1 1 players shot par or better. Rassett,
Jeff Hart of USC and J e ss Moreno of
Utah State shot two under par 69 on
Woodbridge Country Club's par 7 1
track. Dan Forsman of ASU and
Rick Fehr of Bringham Young
University shot one-under par 70s.
By Bill Kochenderfer
UOP's Jim Rowse was among the six
Staff W riter
players at 7 1 .
A first round total of 364 by BYU
The Stockton Senior Colts, in
put them in the lead by three over
what proved to be a game of missed
USC and ASU, 367, and by four over
opportunities, came up one short last
UCLA, 368. UOP was in sixth at
Saturday night in their home opener
372.
against Stanford University, 5-4.
The wind began to pick up bet
The Colts played a tactically
ween rounds posing a bigger problem
smart game all the way through �
Rassett
than the morning s cold.

with a total of 728. Utah was in four
th 1 7 strokes back of third at 745.
Making the turn on Tuesday with
a five under par 3 1 , Rassett had a
lock on the tournament, the only
question remaining was if he would
break the course record of 63 or not.
A birdie on the par five tenth seemed
to send him on his way; but a bogey
on the par three eleventh hindered the
efFort. He missed his birdie putt on
the 1 8th hole to tie the course record;
but his tournament record breaking
total of 202 bested Hart's and San
Jose's Mark Cato's second place score
of one over par 2 1 4. Norton took

fourth at 2 1 5 followed by Moreno
and Ieff Clearwater of BYU at 2 1 6.
UOP s highest finisher was Rowse in
eighth at 2 18.
With Oral Roberts highest score
in the third round at 73, they had no
problem winning the tournament
with their record score of 1 08 1. Both
ASU and BYU finished with totals of
1 089 to tie for second. Utah finished
fourth 1 1 10. UOP finished in eighth
at 1 127.
UOP is now at Stanford par
ticipating in the Stanford Invitational
which concludes tomorrow, ending
UOP's fall schedule.

Stockton Colts open season with close loss
periods, but in too many cases were a
fraction out of position offensively,
leading to a few lost or weak shots on
goal.
A solid comeback in the third
period redeemed the team, which
rallied from a 5- 1 deficit. Two goals
by UOP student J.D. Lash and goals
by Bob Bruna and John Crouthers
kept the Stanford defense o� the

move.
The Colts in all had 56 shots on
goal, while Stanford took 4 1 .
Despite the final score, the Colts
displayed some fine team hockey,
providing an exciting game, and also
some sharp skills which will be
necessary in upcoming games. The
next game is November I S at 5:30
p.m. vs. Monterey.

I

Kansa s hits new
proph etic low
By Kevin Bartram

Pacifican Entertainment Editor

For some strange reason, the
overly-metalic group Kansas seems to
look at itself as a group of mighty
prophets. M uch of their music seems
to point towards some hidden
knowledge which they possess.
I wonder who died and appoin
ted them God.
This sort of pompous, goopy
lyricism, combined with the over
done classical melodies, has made the
last three Kansas Studio recordings a
bit hard to swallow.
1 976's "Leftoverture" really
boosted the group publicly as number
one single "Carry on Wayward Son"
rocketed Kansas to superstardom
(though they'd been recording for
years prior to that).
"The Point of Know Return"
( 1 977) was the first Kansas album to
be obnoxiously prophetic. This was

followed up by a live album and then
1 979's " Monolith " , another Know-it
all LP.
Proving that they still feel second
to God in overall knowledge, Kansas
has now re kas<'d another arrogant
collection of recordings in "Audio
Visions".
Audio Visions will bore you, if
you own, or have extensively l istened
to, any of the aforementioned Kansas
LPs. In Aerosmith's words, it's "the
same old song and dance."
These guys just fool around too
much - they simply don't g�t down to
playing kick-it-out rock and roll .
Even though they d o claim t o be
rockers, Kansas wastes too much time
trying to be fancy and throwing in
these heavy classical parts. Maybe
they should take a hint from Queen cut out the BS, get down to business
(rock and roll) and fulfill their fans'
wishes.
Like Queen and their opera-

injectior:s, I don't believe many rock
fans truly approve of Kansas'
classical-music oriented ballads. I
know I don't care for it and few of my
associates do at that.
Few songs on Audio Visions are
true rockers (Kansas is considered a
hard-rock band) even though one cut
is entitled "Got to Rock On." I just
wish that Kansas would l ive up to
their claims.
The members of Kansas continue
to exhibit strong musical talents, but
unfortunately, their material is
lacking. A few of guitarist Kerry
Livgren's solos are strong and sur
prisingly fast and singer Robby
Steinhardt's voice is as strong as ever
but without quality songs, Kansas
does not l ive up to their potential.
The low point of Audio Visions
has to be "Hold-On", a slow ballad
overly similar to the Kansas hit single
"Dust in the W ind." The lyrics are so
insensible and goofy that one can
hardly fathom any real message. The
chorus goes l ike this:
Hold on, baby hold on
Cause it's closer than you think
And you're standing on the brink
Hol d on, baby, hold on
Cauc;p there's something on the

D i n i n g H a l l Bl ues

F o r a c h a n ge o f pa ce,
try J a p a nese
B y jeff Levy and Ted Gibbings
Staff Writers

About this time of year, you are
all surely getting extremely tired of
the usual boring dining hall food. We
decided to try something unusual this
week, so we reviewed two Japanese
restaurants, both found in downtown
Stockton.
Don't let raw fish and
seaweed turn you off, these dishes are
very well prepa red and tasty too.

Yonedas ('lO N. Cal ifornia) offers
nice atmosphere and great Japanese
food. The outside looks a l ittle run
down but don't let that fool you.
From the minute you walk in the
door past the. small garden and
waterfall, Yonedas is a del ight. The
waitresses are lovely as they bustle
around in their Kimono robes
smothering their customers in ser
vice. A pleasant Japanese song fills
the air, and the smell of the various
dishes really got us hungry for some
of the delicacies. The tables were
well spaced and the decorations
pleasant. The service area is cleverly
hidden by oriental screens and a few
hanging lamps.
fhe waitress was very helpful in
explaining a few of the dishes on the
menu. We chose the macki and inari

Kim Kelsch joined us for this
meal and found her tempura
delicious. There were six huge deep
fried prawns with a tasty sauce in a
separate dish.
The
assorted
vegetables were also deep-fried and
really compl imented the Tempura.
Two large bowls of rice rounded out
the meal even though we barely had
room to finish them.

WH\
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tomorrow's not the same as
toda\. .
Sa y '� hat?!?
It's no wonder that Kansas'
biggest following seems to be in the
junior high genre. Anyone older can
read through the lyrics of the songs
and realize there is really not much
said.

Since we all were starting to
come down with colds, we ordered
the sake-a-hot rice wine - purely for
medicinal purposes, of course. We
found it soothing not only to the
cough but also to the-nerves.

Yonedas was a fine dining ex
perience for us, and we highly
recommend it for a nice evening
meal.
ml

An equally delicious and slightly
less expensive restaurant for Japanese
food is Matsu's (40 S. Sutter). Matsu's
is a smaller and less extravagent
restaurant. It has small tables and
booths and a l ight authentic Japanese
decor. The waitress was very friendly
and attentive as she chatted in
Japanese with most of the customers.
We ordered our beers, choosing bet
wt>en the thrt>e imported beers, Kir
in Sapporo, and Asahi. All three
are very good, the sapporo being
slightly heartier than the other two.

levy set to munch-out once more

sushi combination which proved ex
cellent. The inari was a beancake
bag filled with rice. It was slightly
sweet and the aftertaste was tan:
talizing. The order was large and
you should b.! careful not to fill up
before the main course. The maki
sushi was a delicious assortment of
vegetables and egg surrounded with
rice wrapped in seaweed. It was not
sweet but had a distinctly fresh
flavor. The rice is gummy so the tid
bit will stay together, but it prac
tically melts in your mouth. The
combo was served on a flat, marble
l ike square plate, which only added
to the authenticity of the place.
We got the usual Japanese
"salad" . a small dish of pickled cab
bage and broccoli , which was very
good. The bean curd soup was also
ve�y good. It was fun to lift up and
dnnk out of the bowl, since it is a
Japanese tradition and not to provide
a spoon.
�· or our entrees we chose Tem
pura and Beef Teriyaki. The beef was
a plentiful portion of beef smothered
in a sweet, thick soy sauce. It was
served with deep-fried broccoli,
which was delicious when dipped in
the sov s< HIC<' providPd on the side.
The meat was tender and tasty and
was enough to fill us up, especially af
ter the sushi.

The service was very fast, we
were quickly served the Japanese
pickled cabbage called Tsukemono
and omiso soup. The cabbage was
tasty, but may take some getting used
to. The soup, served piping hot, had
a mild broth and contained cubes of
tofu (bean cake).
We ordered chicken teriyaki for
lunch since it was on special for un
der three dollars. It was excellen t, the
teriyaki sauce was slightly sweet and
the condiments served with the
teriyaki were great. The beef, pork,
and ch irkcn Tt>rivak i a r<' S<'T\r d with
fresh broccolli covered in a poignant
nutty sauce.
We also ordered Tempura, an
excellent combination of broccoli
and whole shrimp, deep-fried in a
l ight batter. Our meal was prepa red
an� s� rved beautifu lly. The Japanese
defmttely know how to eat and enjoy
their meals.
Using chopstic ks is
much more graceful and beautifu l
and definitely more passive than
stabbing at your food with knives and
forks. The whole attitude of the
Japanese towards eating is much
more in tune with "getting into the
food."
For a relaxing , deliciou s
!>reak from food service we recom
mend trying Japanese food. Both
restauran ts close mid-afternoon so
don't forget to call for late lunches.
•
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Glbbings and

Chri stian recor ding artist and
in
composer , Pam Mark Hall will be
the
a�
8
p.m.
at
concert on Nov . 1 5th
r
Musi c Conservatory on the Umv e.
�n
us
camp
ic
sity of the Paci�
Stockton. Tickets will be $ 3 .00 10
adva nce or $ 3 . 50 at the door, and
can be purchased at Berea n a':d
Footh ill Chris tian bookstore� . 10
Chnst wn
any
at
Sacra ment o,
at the
and
ton,
Stock
in
s
store
book
Electronics Store in the UOP Mall.
Pam's new Star Song relea�e
"Never Fades Away " enters a realm
of creativ e expression never bd�rc
v isited by a Christ ian female voca, � ts�.
Pam says, "Never Fades Away 1s
"not as sweet as" other ChristiM
albums by female musicia ns in
clucline: her own pr<'v iow; r<'leasC's .
"Flying " and "This is Not A Dream"
recorded on Asian Records . The sh lc
of Pam's musk is conlemp orar) tol J...
in form and her songs flow out of per
sonal l ife experiences and knowledj?;e
of 13 i b l ical print:tplc s.
.
Pam says the following of hersell
and her ministry: "I believe I have
the gifts of exhortation and en
couragement; and if transparency is a
gift, I have been give� that as wel l . I

At its finest, the realm of ballet
and modern dance provides the most
forceful combination of athletic
prowess, aesthetic form, and mental
attitude- gymnastics, acrobatics and
fencing notwithstanding. To ex
perience th� magical intensity of the
Joffre';. . tht' Bolshoi , or thE' Martha
Grahan"� is to realize that those mun
dane p t operties of matter such as
gt dvil: fridion and mertia which
s1 ' ' ,
•arthward are largelv a state
ol m .,, 1 The dancer on the stage
s< .:H•� 1 1 1 constant del iance ol mass it
self, and the effect can be electrifying.
I was recently witness to such
electricity.
The Earthly Company, a head
turning new modern repertory troupe
is currently presenting its fall season
program through Nov. 1 . After
having read outstanding write-ups in
both the Chronicle and the EXaminer
(both of which are very sparing with
favorable reviews), I attended last
Sunday's performance.
The two-hour r n •g r o � m '"l>mi �ted
of four works which displayed the ex
lraordinary and highly personalized
aesthet ic proclivity ol director
choreographer Sheri Gaia. Gaia's
style is the product of l 0 years of
professional dancing, includjng six
years as soloist for the Netherlands
Dans Theatre.
The stark, bold and often drone
like ch.tracter of the musical selec
tions. combined with their emphasis
on rhythm and pulse were naturals
for the primal urgency of Gaia's
choreography- simply l ike no other.
The entire hodv n<'comPs as a hanci or
a face: manipular, supple, dextrous.
l ac i le,
completely
requiring
positively un-human bodily control
on the part of the dancers.
Sometjmes it was as though the
dancers had ceased to be people,
whereby the focal point was no
sooner the dancer's face than it was
anywhere else on
the body,
destroying normc.>l orientation to the
human form. Other times it was as
though a film was being sped up,
slowed down, or even put in reverse
lending a
halluci natory effect:
Alway s there was Gaia's specia l
brand of v isceral movement, which
has aptly been termed "Earth ly
technique':.
Anyone interested in seeing this
fine offering of modern dance should
.
try to see the program this weekend.
The address is 233 M ississippi St.
(between 1 8th and Mariposa) in San
Francisco. Tickets are $5 and the
program begins at 8:30. For reser
vations, call (4 1 5) 626-4 662.
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Many of these stories have been
reproduced fro m i nformati on taken
from several newspapers ar1 d wire
services.

I N D I A N C R U C I F I E S S E LF
sevt�ral Indian groups and that the
bodies have been reburied.
"He's · a liar," says LeDeux.
"That's not true. They've gone to
limited groups of Indians.
"They haven't consulted any of
the tribal entities. The rema ins that

of

Jonathan
S wift Turtle
LeDeux
crucified
himself
Sunday
to protest
construction
on Indian
burial grounds

had been dug up during construction
were dumped into a pit, as if they
were wood.
··And many of the remains had
been destroyed. There was no form al
reburial and no one from a concerned
group was present," comments
LeDeux.
The site and its remains have
been examined by several outsiders,
including two noted a rchaeologists,
who claim it to be a very important
find.
"Now we're sitting back to see
the response we get," said LeDeux.
" We hope that maybe we'll find
someone with a kindred heart and the
money, to do some things.
" We'd l ike to get a grand jury
investigation of the city and take it to
the higher courts.
" We want the voting people to
understand that we are peoP.le and
that the elected officials a ren t doing
anything to help us and have just
been kicking it around l ike a football .
"There are so many groups that
preach doing good and helping out,
and there are groups that use the Indian as an image, but when it comes
to actually helping, where are they?
"Ri g ht now we'd settle for
somebody to just do the right thing
and help us. We need money, and
just need people to help with petitions
and rall ies.

"We want to stay away from
violence," he adds.
This is due to LeDeux and sup
porters wanting to disprove the
stereotype of " rampaging, violent In
.
d tans.
"
" We can't have violence. I don't
want other people hurt. It seems that
the only time we're noticed is when
we do something violent, but we
don't want violence," says LeDeux.
For LeDeux, being nailed to the
cross was symbolic of the Indian's

from IIIII!,< '
� b

I

be� sed t>n his brl irf that
ll(:an proplt· have not cxer
t•ontrol O\ C'r their financial in-

However, even as th€' U . S . begins
take a fall. and is bemg fat·C'd with
problems, rfit·hael feels his
cou�try is. much more stable than the
ov1et Umon.
"The Sov iets are exactly li ke the
Jews, who said they wt'rC' going to
build Judaism and never did: exactly
like the Christians who were going to
seek the Kingdom of God. and never
'(iid. These social ists, communi�ts
said they were going to build com
m unism and they never have."
According to Michael all of his
ideas come from , "The vcrv flving
ucers wtio a� lhe gods a� tlie tuigl'ls
have been' ' reconnoitcrin� the
since 1 94 7 . "
April o f 1 94 7 , Michael was
as an outdoor painter when,
of l ight enveloped me, anu it
as though I just went up this
of light.
"And I'm talk ing about me, thr
third body, or the entity in the bock.
I was just drawn up this shaft of light
and appeared before a brilliant li�?;ht,
and a voice came booming out of that
light and spoke to me.
"The l ight asked me if I would
like to be the savior of the world. A
panorama of my wholl' rxistcncc
of
went before me, anu I

C hinese

humanity. my children, my wi're, and
so forth.
" Because to me it meant that I 'd
be crucified-that I would bt
destroyed in playing the role.
My
answer was yes, and the voice said
then that if I died by the hands of my
fellow men, thei r sins would remain
in me until another comforter came.
"And flash, that was the end of
the ell.perience and I was back in l ife
and body ."
\1ichad said this experience did
not surprise him because he had been
prepared for it by childhood dreams
and divinations.
" What I am to do," he says, " is
to do things like organizing and bring
forth a worldwide work stoppage. By
'civil disobt'<lience, the workers just
1 l l <;top \\'orkine; and agree only to
keep the ncl:essary serv ices and sup
pl iC's going.
.. And that' ll stop the whole
world, but nobody loses anything."
Michael foresees a nation in
which money is not needed. but
rather a nation in which the populous
enjoys half a year of freedom and
leisure. He calls this his " 30-30"
plan. in which one half of society en
jovs the earth for 30 days, while the
other ha If serves them.
The rolC's would then be reversed
at the end of this period. This, accor
ding to Michael, would eliminate
work as we know it.
·
Michael says this plan will come

Languag e

and

Studies
Accepting applications
for all quarters

By Jeff Nelson
StaH Wrim

Hopes
that
52
.American
Hostages would be released this week
fizzled.
At the beginning of the week
there were positive si gns that the
hostage situation would finally be
solved, as I ranian prime-minister
Mohammad Ali-Rajai appeared in
New York last week and promised
United Nations Secretary-General
Kurt Waldheim that action would be
taken soon.
I raniar>
However,
the

grave; in my brain. Who will listen,
who will help?
"We have to put a stop to this
kind of thing. How can this be done
to human beings?
"We have to put a stop to it now
or others will stop. We're human
beings and we're all the rainbow of
men."
P.O.I.H. (Preservation of Our In
dian Heritage) is a non-profit
organization that can help solicit
funds for the preservation of the
burial ground. Those interested can
call Ruth Copehaver at (209) 9825737, or Kate Drew Wilkinson (4 1 5)
3 88-2603, if you would like to donate
or assist in any way.

·

Parl iament, which holds the fate ot
the hostages, met in private sessions,
and appeared to achieve nothing in
it's first two days of lengthy debate.
The
deliberatio;1s
became
bogged down on the subject of the
Persian Gulf War, as many I ranian
deputies claimed that the United
States is helping [raq in its war efforts
against I ran.
Several I ranian officials believe
that Washington D.C. is using radar
equipped planes based in Saudi
Arabia to spy on [ranian troop
movements. on hC'h�lf of I raq.
American
officials
have
remained optinust l <' however. as they

feel that I ran is eager to end the year
long crisis which has led the United
States to freeze Iranian assets in the
country, and impose milatary and
economic embargos on I ran.
The Iranian Parliament said that
the hostages would not be released
until Washington agrees to the
demands of Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini.
Khomeini has said the hostages
would not be released until the
United States agrees to free all
I ranian assets, drop all corporate and
private lawsuits against I ran, return
the wealth of the late Shah, and stay
out of all I ranian affairs.

Aa,�A-��A-��A-,��-��Aa

all the time and we got no time," he
says.
M ichael a lso acknowledged that
his chances for winning the election
this year are slim.
"I feel that Reagan will be
brought in as president and he will
quickly lead the Americans into war.
And that's what's got to happen."
However, M ichael feels that the
prospect of him and his plan coming
to power in the near future is
inevitable.
" It seems l ike 1 982 is that
decisive year. I don't see how the
situation can go on much longer."

Mornenturn
Fashions
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Record boat voyage
Webb Chiles, 38, sailed into
Cairns Harbor, Australia, Monday.
Chiles had just completed an
8,500 mile Pacific crossing from
California in an 1 8-foot boat, the
smallest vessel ever to make the trip.
Chiles set sai l from San Diego,
California, on November 1 2, 1 978, in
his boat, in an attempt to be the fi rst
person ever to circumnavigate the
world singlehanded in an open boat.
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cru<' ifixion on his own land.
" I wanted to wake them up and
show them that we are human beings.
I'd exhausted every avenue. The city
refuses to act," he said.
According to LeDt>ux, govern
ment papers had been sent to the city
council for them to fill out, which
would preserve the burial ground.
LeDeux feels that the city council
continues to evade the issue.
"Senator Alan Cranston's office
has called and offered to help if we
get the papers signed," says LeDeux,
"but the council claims they don't
have them.
"Something must be done. I ' ve
heard echoes of a voice from the

H o sta g e s i tu ati o n u n c h a n g e d

��----��------L---------------------------------------------------�-------�--�
--------------------------------"They
(the other candidates) got
about when God and his angels, in
the form of extraterrestrial beings
come down to earth and build up a
" movement" within the people. But
if the people don't support it, the
movement won't work.
" But once this movement comes,
it will be final and that's it," he says.
Michael has been campaigning
cross-country for about 8 weeks starting since spring, and has totaled
around 1 00 TV and radio appearances.
However, he has had trouble
being taken seriously.
" Most of the newspaper, radio
and even TV reporters were yottng
guys j ust l ike yourself, you see, and
they're sitting there writing this stuff
down, just laughing their heads off,
and saying 'The editor won't let it get
in the paper the way you say it.'
"So l ike out of about 200 stories
we gave, about 3 5 got printed. Out
of about 50 TV shows we did, about
2!) of them got shown. Why?"
Although the federal government
states that each presidenti'hl can
didate should be allotted equal time,
Michael feels that he was not treated
equal ly by the system.

Charles a n d Marilyn Bott's
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7 : 30 a.m.-6 p . m .

9 a.m.-5 p.m.
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I n Concert

Chick CorefJ/Gary Burton
Novembe·r 2
Universif'Y of the Pac�fic Conservatory

2-record set: Out next week.

CHICK COREA and GARY B U RTON
I N CONCERT

Also

availab'•t'l:

1979 Gramrn y winner.
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Staff Writer

The long-awaited appearance of
pianist'composc•r Chick Corea and
vibraphonist Gary Burton at UOP is
scheduled for Sunday evening at 8
p.m.
At pn•ss time, few tickets were
a,·a ilable.
Ticket sources for the
Corf'a/Burton program (which will be
openC'd by the UOP jazz band under
lht• di rection of Tony K issane) in
dud(• the UOP electronics/record
store, Mira c h· \!usic, Tower Records
and the• Della College box off1ce.
Tickets are $ 3 . 50 for students and
$ 7 . 50 for thC' general publ ic.
The Grammy award winning
duo (for Duct in 1 979), is known for
their distinct style of jazz. mixing
classical and Latin influences, as well
as <:onlt•mporary jazz sounds.
The UOP jazz band will be per-

forming works by Duke Ell ington,
Buddy Rich, Count Basic. Chuck
Mangione and even Barry Manilow.
Corea started playing as a
youngs cr and has gone on to perf?rm
with manv of the greatest Jazz
players in 'the world, such as M iles
Davis and Herbie Hancock. In the
last scvt>n years he has captured more
than 30 major awards in jazz circles,
including five grammys.
Burton has performed for more
than 20 years and has been associated
with the likes of George Shearing, the
Stan Cetz Quartet and Stephanie
Grapelli. The jazz great has more
than 20 albums to his credit and has
been selected Jazzman of the year by
Downbeat Magazine and "Best
Vibist" by Downbeat annually for
the last 1 2 years.

Elton John, the name conjures up
v isions of a balding m iddle-aged man
peering through a pair of bizarre
custom-made glasses. H is ca reer has
l>panned more than a decade and
many of his albums have become
classics because of their musical
quality and appea l. Elton John also
h�s a reputation for giving extraor
di nary con�erts ir; which he leaps,
.
flips and smgs h1s way throug
show that man} do not easily forget
It was with these expectations
that I attended the most recent Elton
John concert and the Outcome was
del ightful.
The concert was held in thf'
Oakland Coliseum and I was seated
in the tenth row of the balcony a bit
to the right of the stage. The gigant ic
speakers of the Coliseum were
situated directly across from me so
you can be assured that I received the
full fidelity and impact of every
musical i nstrument that was played
on the stage that night.
There was no opening act and

Sammy Hagar's "Taking It To
Th(' Pt>ople Tour" will be bringing
some musi(' to the Stockton Civic
Auditorium this Sundav, November 2
at 8:00 pm.
The Bill Graham
produced program will incl ude a
guest appearance by Ranger.

"St reet Mach me" (August, 1 !J ' ��.
and his latest LP. "Danger Zone."
Hagar's band, through all of hi' "1lo
albums, has been composed ol Chuck
Ruff on drums, Gary Pihl on gu it.1r:
and Bill Church on bass.

Tickets for these shows are
available at all BASS outiC'ts (The
Record Factory, March Lane, in
Stockton). The Warfield Theatre is
located on Market Street nea r sixth
street in downtown San Francisco.

J azz g reats to perform
S u nday at U O P

H a g a r b ri n g i n g m u s i c to Sto c kto n ;
Dy l a n set f o r 1 0 d ates i n t h e C ity

Hagar's otht•r orthern Cal ifor
ni<� slops incl ude San jose, Sacramen
to (Saturda� night), San Rafael, Santa
Rosa and Santa 'Cruz. Needless to
�ay. Hagar's major followin g centers
111 Northern Californ ia.

The legend ary Bob Dylan will be
appea ring at the Wa rfield Theatre in
San Francisco for I 0 shows, Novem
ber 9- I 3 and I 5- 1 9. All shows begin
at
pm and tickets arc reserved
s�at mg, $ 1 2 . 50 and $ 1 5.00, for the
B1ll
Graham/Jerry
Wein traub
produced concerb;.

�

Since his re-birth as a Christian a
couple of years ago, much contraver
sy has surrounded Dylan's concerts.
In his last stint in San Francisco, last
year, he was booed and taunted bv
crowds, upset by the radical shift in
his musical style.
On that tour
Dylan performed almost solelv musi�
from this "re-born· · phase, shunning
his old, classic material.
J:Iowever, judging from publicity
for h1s upcoming conc·ert dates, it ap
pears that Dylan and company might
want to sell a few more tickets this
time around. In press anoun(·ements
concern ing the concerts, it is 5tated
that " H is shows at the Wa rfield
Theatre will contain music spanni ng
his entire career.
Some older
material, some recent material and ·
possibl r, some new material not heard
before.

Hagar does not need much of an
introdu dion in the Bay Area After
lwad lining the fi rst Day On The
During his visit to San Francisco
C n·en this past July. the siz<> of Sam
there will be a visual retrospective of
u! y's followi ng has become obvious.
Nm� , after playing auditor iums and Bob Dylan and his creative works in
slachum s. Sammv has dt'cided to take the lobbies of the Warfield Theatre.
�hould you possPss any photos, ar
his musit· to lht• ·people in a smaller
more intimal!' envi ronment. Most of hcles, man.uscripts or memorab ilia
the ha lls on this lour arc in the 2 000- that you m1ght feel add visual or in
3,000 seat range and will give �any formativ e substance to this project.
you may call (4 1 5) 864-08 1 5.
of his fans a chance to see him
withou t having to travel all the way -·
--to Oaklan d or San Francisco.
Hagar g rew up in .1' ontana
Cal ifornia where he formed his first
bands and played the clubs in the San
Bernadino area. His initial musical
infl twnt·es incl uded Donovan, Jimi
Hendrix, Cr<·am. the Stones, and
Procol Ha rum . They were later ex
panded whl'n he was introc;luced to
R&B and people like Otis Redding.
Jaml's BrO'\.m and B.B. King. Sammy
eventua llv movt'd to San Francisco
whNe he met Ronnie Mont rose and
became lead singer for "Montrose."
He left the band aftt>r two albums and
W \ N a l tours, but within a short time
had signPd a solo contract with
f', 1pitol Records. Hagar realeased
, irw On A Scale Of Ten" in
F!'bruarv, 1 976. Since then, Sammy
has l oniinued his musical develop
ment \\ it h five LP's including "Sam
1 97 7),
(January,
Hagar"
my
"Music a l Chairs" (October, 1 97 7),
"All N ight . Long" (July. 1 978),

"

---

this was a pleasant suprise as, more
often than not, these unknown bands
can be an agonizing experience. At
8:30 the l ights dimmed and the con
cert was underway.
All was quiet for a few seconds
suddenly a huge flash of l ight accom
panied by a stacatto blast of music
startled everyone into excitment and
applause.
It was a very effective
beginning and when a loud recording
of a church bell was heard, everyone
of the 1 6.000 in attendance began to
roar because all knew that "Funeral
For A Friend" had begun. This was
a great introductary piece because it
allowed each instrument to slowly
JOin with the music and more impor. tantly it provided an oppurtunity for
Elton to steal the show.
The band's music was tight and
Elton John's voice has never sounded
stronger.
A mist filled the stage
pl·oducing an eerie effect which the
a udiance loved and as the song ended
thE· crowd loudly sounded i ts' ap
pn."' a\.
The next group of songs were all
n·eof1. nit.ed by the crowd within the
first ,I "W notes as Elton played "Tiny
Dance r ," Goodbye Yellow Brick
RoaJ" :md "Rocket Man." All songs
were exc...ptionally well played and I
could hc:u everyone (including a

to hon key ton k.
Latin group of people behi nd me)
As the show nea red its con,tWI•�
This
lyrics.
the
singing along with
" Someone Saved My Life
was a night of oldies and the a udian
ce ate up every m inute of these v i n , was played a n d I was amazed
qual ity of the background v,..._
tage songs with a gusto that made the
of the original
few
was
half
first
The
watch.
to
fun
show
band were present (N igel UI�a•lll"'
and
concluded with " Harmony"
Dee Murray) a n d they a
Elton ran off the stage with the crowd
together perfectly. The
in his hands.
preciated this and was
Drumme r N igel Olsson now took
over for a few pieces and his first song quiet during this pa rticular SOli:&..--"'"""�
A l l too soon, the concert
entitled " Saturday N ight" was an en
joyable rock piece but his second a close and a s El too stepped
tune, " Al l I Want Is You", was com h is f i rst encore it ·a ti
most popular hit, " Your
pletely forgettable and yet it w i l l
probably sell a m i l lion copies with was accompanied only hr
re-pubescent teeny hopper and the qualit} of h i s redition
the
the evening complete.
crow .
In retrospect, Elton John
When Elton John returned the
highlight of the show ocurred a s the flamboyant, crazed
For that he has been i n the
A lright
N ight's
"Saturday
Fighti ng" was played. Elton rocked years have mellowed him; he
the audience and strutted across the plumper a n d he sits quieti
stage encouraging everyone to si ng piano bench a great deal of lnt�,.lll• ......
the chorus. He now had the crowd But, perhaps more i
yell i ng and begging for more as he sti l l puts on a
added one song after another. Thi s m usic that is expertly played.
half o f the show was filled with newer antics m a y have diminished
and quicker songs with a few excep performa nce st i l l ranks as
tions, the most notable being, " Ben best that I have seen.
nie and the Jets", in which Elton best, descrip tion of
played a
twenty m i nute solo most succ i nctly stated w
displaying his enormous talents at the one of his songs with
the
piano, as the music ranged from jazz I ' m a rocke t m a n .
"
•
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SPOR TS

o l l ey ba l l m ove s i n to
i rs t a ft e r d efea ti n g
ta n f o r d 1 n f i ve g a m es
•

By Walter Wiebelhaus
Staff Writer

Taking two steps closer to the
b.i�ern Regionals and ultimately,
Championships, the no.
e National
bt tranked UOP volleyball team slip
d ast Stan ford and UC Berkeley
N rCa l Conference action this past
The two victories boosted
to 6-0 and first place at the halflay point in NorCal pla y.
At the expense of their home
\llf�:�me winning streak, the Tigers beat
no. l 2 ranked Stanford Cardinals
comeback fashion 3-2 last Thur
in UOP's gym. Prior to the mat
and Stanford were the only
......,......... teams in the NorCal Con·renee.
fee� The stubborn and fired up Stanor rd tea m halted the Tigers' 1 980 2 7v..me winning streak with a 1 0- 1 5
tory in the first contest. The Car
als extended their advan tage to 2ith a 1 1 - I 5 victory in the second
me and the Tigers were within one
of losing their first home match
1 5, 1 978. That loss was to
and since then Pacific had
1cked up 32 straight home victories.
But, despite being down 2-0,
�re was an air of confidence among
vocal Tiger fans who crammed
gymnasium . And their confiden
t couldn 't of had a more solid fountion.
The Tigers took charge in the
rd gamf' with aggressive play and
ert defen�l' that ignited several tone
eafening uproars from the crowd.
Pacific dropped the Cardinals
ron 7 in the third contest and 1 5-2 in
fe T fourth to even the match 2-2.
zl'd Pacific took the fifth and final
v
me in easy fashion, extending their
me winning streak to 3 3 . The
Ol� re of the deciding game was 1 5-6.
all bl! After a weekend of rest, UOP
auditD

�

·

�
Bo.l�

�

-

traveled to Berkeley to take on the
Californ ia Golden Bears Tuesday
night.
The Tigers handleci the Bears in
the first two games of the match
without any trouble, 1 5-6 and 1 5-2.
The third and fourth game
weren't so easy, though.
The Bears knocked off UOP 2- 1 5
in the third game before they finally
bowed out 1 5- 1 2 in the fourth con
test .
The win put Pacific (6-0) one
game ahead of second-place Stanford
(5- 1 ).
The Bears' loss dropped them to
3-3.
The Tigers continue play today
at I 0:30 a . m . in the UCLA In-

NORCAL STANDIN GS
Standings as of Oct. 2 8 , 1980.
UOP
1
6-0
Stanford
Fresno
Cal
San Jose

Santa Clara
USF

5- 1

-+-2
3-3

2-4
1-5

0-6

vitational against no. 7 ranked Utah
State. At 6 p.m. they face UC Irvine
and at 7 : 30 p.m. they take on no. 9
ranked Washington.
continues
tournament
The
Saturday morning with UOP playing
Arizona at 9 a . m . and Texas A&M at
noon.
The quarter-finals, semi-finals
and the third place match are
scheduled to strat at 3:45, 6:30 and
7:45 p .m. , respectively. The cham
pionship contest commences at 8 : 30
p.m.
Tiger
Head
Coach
Taras
Liskevych is confident his team will
finish in the top four of the tour-

nament.
The 24-team tourney, which
features the top nine teams in the
nation, has a format similar to the
Nationals.
After the UCLA Invitational, the
Tigers have two conference matches
next week. They play Fresno State
Wednesday night and Santa Clara
Friday night.
Both matches are
away.
The Tigers then return home for
their homecoming match against
Santa Barbara next Sunday, Nov. 9 at
San Joaquin Delta College.
Santa Barbara, no. 6 in the
nation, recently beat no. 1 ranked
USC i n four games.
Liskevych claims the match
"will be one of the best games this
yea!."

Tachikara Poll

Poll of 25 coaches from all sections of
the country for Oct. H.
2 50
l . usc (25) 20-2
2. UOP 20-4
213·
191
3. UCLA 1 8-7
1 78
4. Hawaii 1 1 -4
HS
5. San Diego State 20-8
1 16
6. UC Santa Barbara 20-5
1 07
7. Utah State 2 1 -7
44
8. Houston 1 1 - 1 0
42
9 . W a �:;h i ngton 1 7-6
15
1 0 . SW Missouri State 22-7
l l . Texas/Arlington 1 1 1 2 . Cal Poly
SLO 9 and Stanford 9 1 4. Arizona
State 8 1 5. Texas 5 and Purdue 5 1 7.
Long Beach State 4 and Tennesse 4
1 9. Northwestern and Cal 3.

Others receiving votes: Arizona, Ken
tucky, Oklahoma, Penn State, Pit
tsbur!dt, Pepperdine.
First place votes in parenthesis. Ten
points awarded for a fist place vote,
nine for a second place vote, and so
forth.

�NTRAMURALS
By John Rawson
Staff Writer

In A League intramural action
Roaring Archites took first place
defeating OSL in the finals 3 1 The Archites had a 7-0 record.
was 5- l .

ayed � ·
ished
a
The third place A League team
e _�.as the
SAE Woofheads, 2-4.
ton·J �

� SL

��

�

In B League, the Admissaries
Phr efeated the Buccaneers 1 3-6 in the
hampionship g ame. The Buccaneers
eat' the Big Ethels to advance to the
__.,:::...
:;; •als.
The Admissaries defeated
lmega Phi Alpha to advance.
Behind the Admissaries and
ucca n�rs were the Bulldogs at 7- 1 ,
nd Shdgun, 6-2.
In the women's division French's

Mustard was first with a 5-0 record.
Sorrest Farah's were 3-3. and
Bucky's Delight were 3-2.
Football started its playoffs a
week ago, with the top 4 teams in
each B league div ision pitted against
one another in a single elimination
The most surprising
tournament .
result came when the Bul ldogs upset
the defending champions from 1ast
year, Shogun, 1 3-6. In other results,
the Admissaries beat the Kahunas,
the Buccaneers got past the Lem
mings, and Big Ethel defeated
Athletes in Action. We'd like to give
tribute to the Lemmings, the
Kahun as, and Athletes in A<'tion for
their fine play. and more importantly
for tht• J,?;ood sportsmanship these
tim•(• tPams exhibi ted throughout the
ypa r l t wa-; fll l itP refreshin g to have
tea ms m a kt· I he playoffs who were
playin g for tun and not the punish-

ment of their opponents.
In soccer action last week, the
semi-finals were held. In the first
game the Outrigues got past
Pinganilla with an 1 1 -5 victory. In
the other game, Sudamericano
smashed the Aztecas 1 4-3.
Volleyball just completed its
sign-ups yesterday. Individuals who
are interested in playing and missed
signing up for a team can come into
the intramural office (the pit) for in
formation on how to join a team.
For all the team's, Monday
marks the first day of play, beg inning
at 9 p.m. If you are interested in get
ting your team some practice, we
have secured the main gym for some
free volleyball play. Tomorrow we
will by open from 1 2 noon to 4 p .m.
and on Sunday we will be open from
7 p.m. to 1 0 p.m. The gym wilL t>e
open for volleyball only. · •

Intramural football concluded this week with league playoffs .

Men's soccer comes off of a four game winning streak, including a trip to Southern California.

Above the Tigers defeat Stanislaus State 4-2 .

S o c c e r h a s f o u r g a m e strea k
By John Masters
Staff Writer

The men's soccer team, coming
off a successful weekend in Southern
California in which they won three
games here on Wednesday with a 4-2
victory over Stanislaus State.
While in Southern California the
Tigers defeated La Verne College 5- 1 ,
Redlands U. 3- 1 ¥J.d USC forfeited a
rna ch. USC forfeited on Thursday,
one day before the team was
scheduled to leave for a trip.
Paul Richards lead the Tiger at
tack Saturday against La Verne with
two goals as he went all out before a
crowd of hometown folks and mem
bers of his family who were at the
game. The score was tied at the half
1 - l with Richards getting the Tiger
score but the team came out firing in
the second half and came away with
a 5- 1 win.

over Stanislaus State.
Pacific started off very well get
ting two quick goals one from
Wallace and the other from J.J.
Grimes, but then seemed to take it
easy until Stanislaus pulled to within
3-2 late in the game before the Tigers
got an insurance goal from Mike
McMahon who somehow scored with
three defenders and the goalie defen
ding.
The other two goals by
Wallace and Grimes were hard shots
that beat the goalie both times.
But it wa s the oth r goal that wa�
unusual, With the Tigers leading 2-0
in the first half a Stanislaus defendPr
passed the ball back to his goalie bur
just as the goalie started to move one
direction the defender kicked the ball
the other way. Subsequently the ball
rolled by the goalie and into the net.
Since Eric Wallace was the closest to
the ball he got credit for the goal.
Next Tuesday the team travels to
Santa Clara to face the Broncos in a
league match.

R ichards, Greg O'Dell and Theo
Bennett each contributed a goal . It
was Bennett's first collegiate score
when he fired a blistering shot past
the La Verne goal keeper that hit the
crossbar and went in.
The team was able to schedule a
game with Redlands on Sunday with
the help of the LaVerne coach. The
game was a little ragged in the first
half but the score was tied at l - 1 .
John Welsandt started at goalie and
played well the first half despit�
giving up a goal. Senior goalie Bill
Barker came in the second half and
held the opposition scoreless. Mike
McMahon got the first Tiger score
with an assist from O'Dell.
UOP got two second half scores
from Paco D'Angelo and Tito Gon
zales and that was all they needed in
going on to a 3- 1 victory.
Eric Wall ace got his first
collegiate goal and credit for another
goal Wedriesday in a Tiger Victory

•

Field hockey ·running away wit h it , '
By Marti Coyne
Staff Writer

The women's field hockey team
has finally got the ball rolling and
they're running away with it.
Buoyed by last week's victories,
the Lady Tigers made an impressive
showing on their weekend trip to
Oregon at the Ashland Invitational
Tournament. Pacific tied Boise St. 00, beat Oregon School of Education
4-2, and defeated the University of
Idaho 2- 1 , bringing the season's
record to 5-6-2.
completely
Tigers
The
dominated Boise State, but due to
terrible field conditions, were unable
to score.
"Unfortunately, teams l ike ours
which r�ly on a strong P.assi �g game
.
ar� penalized by a poor held, sta �ed
Head Coach Carla Konet. Accordmg
to Konet, Kelly Bulow and Jill Moore
turned in superior games as forwards
and Mary Cusick and Diana McCue
both did strong passing and defensive
jobs.
Pacific overcame the field con
ditions to beat the Oregon School of
The Tigers were
Education 4-2.
down 0-2 during the opening minut�s
of the first half due to numerous lif
ting calls as a result of the bumpy
field. The Tigers overcame the deficit
to tie it u p 2-2 at th� half.
The first goal was scored by Lisa
Harrison on a center that deflected
off the Oregon goalie's pads into the
cage.
Diana McCue scored the
second goal on a penalty corner with
20 seconds left in the first half.
The winning goal was scored by
team captain Jili Moore off a center
by Harrison, and Kelly Bulow put the
game away with an assist from Beth
Borden.
"The team showed great ver
satility and depth. The game marked
a turning point for us - we showed we
can come b a ck and win." says Konet.
'It was a step up sthe rung."
The Lady Tigers had a chance .to
demonstrate their new found tena c ity
in the game against the University of
Idaho as Pacific scored first off a
penalty corner. Moore was again

credited with the goal and Bu1ow
with the assist.
The University of Idaho scored
when the Tiger defensive unit lost
concentration, evening the game 1 - 1
a t the half. Pacific kept pounding the
Idaho defense and was finally rewar
ded with a minute and half left to
play when Moore pushed the ball
past the Idaho goalie with an assist
from Pam Fan.

•

w1nn1ng

"The game was crucial to win
because we've had our share of close
game frustrations this season. We
needed the momentum against San
Jose State and Berkeley," says Konet.
Wednesday the Tigers played San
Jose, (ranked 3rd in the nation) but
the s�ore was unavailable at press
time. Pacific closes the season again
st UC Berkeley today at 3:00 P.M. on
the Brookside field.
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HERMAN JOSEPH'S
HOMECOMING TOURNAMENT ·
Featuring

#2 UOP
vs .

#6 UCSB

NOVEMBER 9, 1980
Blanchard Gym, Delta College
4:00p. m.
TICKETS ON SALE
UOP TICKET OFFICE
946-2474
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Ca mp Pacific
W ith only four days till the presidentia l
elections, it seems appropriate to write a few
words about pol itics.

Now, pol itics is not my favorite topic.
Believe me, I ' m as apathetic as the next guy. I
wouldn't pretend for a minute that I ' m more in
terested in double-digit inflattion than I am in

that blond in my psych class. Nevertheless,
pol itics is real and present. Since it only comes
around every four years, a presidential election

seems significant.

At first glance, the whole process appears a
little absurd. Reagan, Ca rter and Anderson are
each spending mil lions of dollars trying to con
vince us to vote for them. Now, that's absurd
when you real ize that we don't actually have a

thing to say about wlio wins the election.
Picking a winner is reserved for a bunch of
wined and dined delegates who are living it up

in Washi ngton right now. (How do you get to
be one of those guys, anyway?)
At sccon� glance, the group we get to

choose from is humorous at best. The way the
hominom
ad
around
throw
candidates
arguments amuses me to no end. I guess the

idea is that if someone can insult and criticize
his opponent wel l, he'll be a good President.

The ability to make up facts and figures that

have nothing to do with what you're talking
about is important, too. I t's not what they say
but how they say it that seems to be important.

After taking a long, hard look at the issues

and candidates, most of us will ask the question,

" W ho would be the best president?"

goes to �e�
s (th at no bo dy
tha t ba ske tball ga me
W e'v e a
d on ca mp us .
an yw ay ) can be pla ye
s to bo ot .
and tu itio n ra ise
r
we
To
rns
Bu
at
s
-in
sit
s the
n ha pp en un les
But none of th is ca
pre sid ent is act ual ly her e.

It might be better to ask, " Do we rea l ly
need a president anyway?"
If this question seems a little off the wall,
As chief administrato r, a
consider this.
president is instrum ental to the way an in

If we look at UOP, for
stitution function s.
example, we find that there exists a complex
bureauc racy and a presiden cy j ust like the
country. But in the case of the university, the


ess ita tin g the per
Wh at abo ut ma tte rs nec
rd
ent ? Wel l , the wo
son al atte ntio n of the pre sid
e
re a ren 't any . "T her
fro m the Tower is tha t the
er
be han dle d by eit�
isn' t any thin g tha t can 't
v J ce
the
or
office'
president's
the
.1f the
source. Now,
president's ,"sa id a Tower
ly wit h an abs ent
uni ver sity can run smo oth
ntr y?
pre side nt, wh y can 't the cou

president, for the most part, is m issing (just like
most seniors). That's not to say that we don't
have one. We most certainly DO! It's just that
he's usually somepla ce other than Camp
Pacific.

As President of Rotary I nternatio nal , Stan
McCaff rey travels around the world. He talks
to people, makes speeches and shakes hands a
lot (he already knows how to shake hands in

in cha rge,
With no one arou nd to be
out. Thi s is the
everythi ng seems to wor k itse lf
-int erfe renc e
Non
Tao ist theory of non- actio n.
Stan M cCa ffre y is
lead s to natu ral ord er.
is the time
prov ing that this theory is true . Now

over a hundred different languages). He also
doubles as a university president. Every three
or four weeks he jets into Camp Pacific to have

to test it on a natio nal scale.
try
WHE N YOU GO TO VOT E Tues day,
most
ld
and pick the man that you think wou
rite a
l ike to trave l arou nd the worl d. Then , w
the
send
to
letter to Congress and ask them
can
presi dent away for mont hs at a time. He
s
hand
shake
trave l aroun d, talk to people and
to
without ever actua lly being i n W ashin gton
cause troub le.
Whoever you favor in Tuesd ay's electi on,

a few meetings and check up on things.
In spite of his perpetual absence, the
university seems to be runn ing just fine.

Alright, so maybe things are getting a l ittle out
of control. Security wants to build a jail. The
Academic Counsel wants to blow off winter
term (they MUST be in "academic shock" ).

The Office of Student Life wants to re-define the
But at least they
term "keg party" (sure).

please be sure to vote. This is the single biggest
symbolic gesture that we get to m ake as
So i n the spirit of long-lo st
Ameri cans.

haven't actually done anything yet!

In contrast, look what's happened during

those years when the president was around.

patriotism , stand and be counted.
Vote!!

First, they end the cluster college system.

Then they start building an "events center"

by Pete Raruch

,

so

There ' s a presid ent up there?

Dennis 0 'Connor
&
Alex McPhe rson

What Would Your Reaction Be
If Carter Were Re-Elected?

Becky Taylor; Jr; Sc:hool of Ed:

I'd be glad. I don't want Reagan
Why do I like Carter?
to win.
Because I don't like Reagan. Straight
and simple.

Arturo Fierro; Sr; Elbert Covell:

John Rawson; Sr; C.O.P.:

Four more years of the same.
That's a little negative and a l ittle
positive. mostly neutral. I don't think
it is n iether a great tragedy nor a
tremendous victory. There will be no
major changes, perhaps a little but
more efficiency, but not much else.

That's what l would like
happen. I think he is the
didate for the posit ion.
years of experience and
Reagan's
than what I
has done in the past .

see

Dr. Roy Van Cleve; Profesdi
Publie
and
Business
of
min.istration:
Devin Rawls; 2nd year; Phannacy

School:

I'm not into politics, I just
,
�ouldn t w�nt to see Reagan in of
fice. What s wrong with Reagan?
I just don't l ike the way he stands so
strongly on views of equal rights and
things l ike that. I'm not up on the
issues, but the economy could be a lot
better. But who can control that?
Pol itics just isn't my thing.

To me, it's like choosing from
two bad seeds. I guess you would be
getting the better of the bad seeds
with Carter. I don't have much of an
opinion, it's just a feeling.

·

Minda Bush; Sr; C.O.P.:

Karen Klaparda; Sr; C.O.P.:

Oh God, it would be better than
�eag�n. I don't believe anybody who'
I S gomg to be 69 on their next birth
dar can still support a 65 year-old
That's just a
retirement law.
minimal, little issue. I think he is a
jerk, I think he is too old and I think
there is a lot of other things he should
be doing, like staying home, retiring.

I 'd.be sad. I think Anderson will
lose anyway. I think America has lost
respect with the rest of the world and
that is because there is no respect for
Carter. We are getting our _ k icked
up and down the world. I support
Anderson.

Sp�B� �� r saY s new McC arth y Era
i
·

Slllff Wrilt"r
J· ra n k l�owl'. an art l<·aeher and
v i ct i m of MC'Ca rthv Era persecution
spoke at COP Oct 22 on his experien:
n•.; d u ri �g the pa�t 30 years and on

tlw

yo�slbh:

n·t·urrenee of another
�ll'Ca �tln· I-.rn in the fut ure.

In 1 950, Rowe wadm.t fmm h.,
teaching position at San Francisco
State Universit for refusing to s·'
the Levering ath better k nown
"the loyalt oath .: Rowe said th t
many peop refu� to si ne the oat
because they felt it
as uncon.
stitutional.

fe

d

!

Rowe. >aid that anothee <ea�on
' " f •r�
for not Slgnmg was. h ·�
reelmg
'
enev
at
nrone •s obhged to do
.
h�
�
.
�e m� t .a I S agamst hiS conce, I t wtll cause psychological
d�;: ge.
.
? e I ime<I th·at he wttnesses
' k md o� da mage when he returns
th IS

!� �

��
h

�

.

Crazy Olympics slated for day before Homecoming ·
'! Ia · �PcmH I .mmwl Homet•oming faculty, seniors, juniors, sophomores sophomores placing

Cruz) Oh rllpil-!i will I><· ht'ld Nov. 7
.tl 3 p.m. on the Computer Science •
l a n Th<• olympit·� "are designed to
pro' i d<' st ucknts with l ight-hearted
t u n duri ng llonH•t·oming, .. said co- 

w.

ordinator Kara Brewt•r.
Th!'

around

Crazy Olympit·s are built
five karns composed of

disl4li�"11 ....

and freshman, who compete in events
such as the orange push, balloon
blow, and the egg smash. Brewer en
courages students to participate in
the event or root for their favorite
team.

In last years olympics, the seniors
won the overall title, with the

I think it would be
because I don't think he's
leaders hip in the past three
yea_rs ,and I don't have
belteve he is going to
leaders hip in the next four. I
have a tota l lack of leadership
part. There i a theory that
ordeJ to be a good manager
to have t h ree attri bute:s: a
power, a need for empathy
need to manage.
Ca rtn's
have shown he doesn't ha,·e
for power , excepts the power
re-elect ed.

Tricia Herbert; Soph; C.O.P.:

·

second and the
trail ing in third place. The
JUniors wo� the tug-o-war, which
B rewer t'ons1ders the highligh t of the
event.

�a c u i ty

Students and faculty interestro in
the Craz� ?lympic � can contact
Kathy Klem m the Athl£>ti c Office of
the gym for further dt•tails.

•

Kirk Penland; Sr; C.O. P. ·

pos sibl e in n e a r f u t
u re

· CO State Unive rsity
to s an FranCIS
He added that he never claims he ·.
l
better for not having submitted t
"this oppressive law."
Signing the oath not withstan.
dmg , Rowe said that his real suffering
occured in two areas: in the J·obs he
held during 1 8 : years of eX I'1 e f m
teaching, which had no
en�f
plans, and the time these jo s t
from his artwork.
. Teaching schedules give arti
sts
time to be crea tive acco rdi n g t
Rowe. Without them , art suffers .
0
His fami l also suffered , R
.
owe
.
sa 1· d, as h1s c 1ldren were teased
at
school and told that their fathe r was
a "dangerous red. "

�

.
for re- msta tement
at S a
ranC ls o Un iver sity ,
the sch oo l I.
acknow l cge him .
< not
Determ ined to
be re-h i r
sa J. t hat he w
Rowe
ent through
an then the leg
d .e cou rt
isla ture
.
m 1 97 7
w as fm
ally re-i nsta ted
owt'v er , he
w as �a ken in
wit hout an
.
enef lts, wit hou
\ . pen s ion
t any cons
lder
or back pay ,
a t ion
and w ithout
any compensati on.
P 1 Ie
' d
.
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�

In 1 967. the Supreme Co
urt
declared that the Levering Oath
was
ncon
stitution al but whe n Rowe
u
ap•

•

it

��·

"It is ins£>curt
t .
causes
· dema gogu} o;and rea r w h 1c
· h
e
am on
po l I·t •· cia ns to
loo k I r s capea g ou r
<'
try to exp 1 Oit
.
l'toa t � a nd
it
i nse
poI. 1. hcal ends " cu r Y for t heir ow
n
Rowe st
e enemy am o ated. .
' "Th
.
n
g
u s Is twofo
Fn�t . I t is
ld
the
o� u
lo l t fea r, a nd sede
�
e w ho ex:
co
t
e added.
t I . fea r it se lf
Rowe sa i d
tha t p ro
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